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When the two founders of the Corellian Engineering Cor
poration started the company with a little seed money they
had managed to gather from family and friends, beings
throughout the Corellian system laughed and derided them
for their vision of wanting to make quality spacecraft at af
fordable prices. No one expected Awvrell and Ilbourne
Wayrcn to take the Corellian system by storm and forever
turn shipwright manufacturing on its head by taking a com
pany that started off in the backyard of the two brothers and
turning it into one of the three largest manufacturers
throughout the known galaxy and perhaps the most prolific
manufacturer of the group.

planetary economy. When the senior design team of Corellia
StarDrive was killed in a shuttle crash, we bought the com
pany to help keep those working diligently for the betterment
of Corellian employed.
Gathered here for the first time is an accounting of the
many freighter transports that we’ve manufactured since the
beginning of the Corellian Engineering Corps including
technical specifications, original production designs, as well
as technical commentary by famed Corellian war hero, two
time winner of the Corellian bloodstripe for valor and brav
ery and one of our most outspoken supporters, General Han
Solo and a host of other famous Corellians.*”

Once the Corellian Engineering Corps, the original name
“The Millennium Falcon is the ship that made the
for the Corellian Engineering Corporation, established itself
it became a long standing part of the Techno Union and Kessel Run in less than twelve parsecs. I've outrun Impe
building a permanent corporate headquarters located on rial starships, not the local bulkcruisers, mind you. I'm
C.E.C. Island, in the heart of Coronet the capital of Corellia. talking about the big Corellian ships now...”
At the heart of company the dream of the Waycrn brothers
–General Han Solo
has always remained the same.
Over four thousand years in business and countless ships
“We’re building and designing ships for the civilians sold and purchased by numerous satisfied customers, no one
and free traders, using the knowledge gathered from the is laughing anymore.
people who work on, dream of, and want to pass along
what they have learned to keep ships in sky and blazing
Mal’crt Wayrcn,
new trails to distant locations and brighter futures…”
Proud owner of the C.E.C.
–Awvrell Wayrcn
*The views expressed by General Solo and others are theirs alone and
do
not represent the views and opinions of the Corellian Engineering Cor
The Wayrcn brothers really didn’t want to participate in
poration, its ownership, management or employees.
politics or military related contracts, not that they saw any
thing wrong with those noble pursuits, but rather they just
wanted to concentrate on the largely ignored civilian market
and so using skilled designers, starship engineers and ship
wrights they created shipyard that were well known for their
modular freighters which could be upgraded easily for both
comfort and combat if necessary.
“Whether we’re teaming up with Loronar Corporation to
jointly fund The Nerfworks, a think tank responsible for a
number of starship designs, including some droid starships,
or jointly owning Chempat Engineered Defenses with Kuat
Drive Yards, we’ve kept jobs on Corellia and for Corellians
by creating and funding subsidiaries that helped bolster the
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podracer. It took a little while to get all the details right,
and it may come as a shock that the initial design for the
YT was based on a sandwich I was eating at the time, but
through hard work and determination I was able to give
that feeling to anyone who ever dreamed of escaping
their life and running off on an adventure by designing
the first of many YTfreighters…’
–Kalz’Dac Navarro

In the minds of most consumers and the layman the YT
class freighter is the face of the Corellian Engineering Cor
poration and for the most part there is a truth to that belief,
the C.E.C. has sold more YT’s over the last fourhundred
and fifty years then they’ve sold most anything else. There
are three billion sentient beings living on Corellia and over
the last four and half centuries they’ve sold six times that
number in YTfreighters. For a while there, the YTfreighter,
especially the ‘1300, is all you saw flying through the sky
and then the many imitators started producing their own
freighters in an effort to steal some of the market share held
by the C.E.C.

A boy’s dream to escape and see adventure translated into
physical form for others to follow the trail that he blazed; a
trail emulated by the many free traders and ship owners
throughout the years, some of them as famous as General
Han solo, war hero of the galactic civil war and two time
winner of the Corellian bloodstripe for valor and bravery,
others like Kazdan Navarro, a descendent of Kalz’Dac who
had to pull himself up by his bootstraps after his father
Karlz’dan Navarro the III, the famous Corellia ambassador
to Alderaan was killed alongside his wife during the first real
use of the Deathstar weapons platform. And then there is
Dash Render…but the less said about him, the better.

Ghtroc Industries, Kuat Drive Yards and the Sienar fleet
systems all failed to follow the trail they blazed in their suc
cess.
Now you might be asking yourself, “How did the Corel
lian Engineering Corporation happen to blaze this trail?
What allowed them to be so fortunate?” Well, just like with
the Wayrcn brothers all those years ago; Kalz’Dac Navarro
had a dream about a series of compartmentalized cargo
ships. Ships that could be used by anyone for just about any
thing, where parts were interchangeable and where the ship
could easily be modified by its owner at a moment’s notice.
Its saucer shaped hull and ease of modification turned out to
be immensely popular among its many purchasers through
out a wide spectrum of social strata.

“In the end it doesn’t matter if you’re flying the Mil
lennium Falcon, the Centennial Hawk or even the Out
rider, as long as you’re making the jump to lightspeed in
search of your own adventures wherever that might take
you.”

How best to explain what it was that Kalz’Dac Navarro
was attempting to do, then to present his own words on the
subject…

–General Wedge Antilles
Corellian war hero and leader of Rogue Squadron

‘I wanted to race pods. I didn't like school, and all I
wanted to do was work on my podracer. But right be
fore I graduated and would have gone off for my sec
ondary schooling, I got into a really bad racing accident,
and I spent that summer in the medcenter thinking
about where I was heading. I decided to take education
more seriously and go to an engineering school. I had a
simple dream; I wanted to give everyone who bought a
C.E.C.related product the same feeling of exhilaration
that I got when I was behind the controls of my
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yt-450a

Capsule: The YT450a was one of the very first designs
of the Corellian Engineering Corporation (C.E.C.) for the
light freighter market. It sold quite well in the days of the
Old Republic where it was released, but as C.E.C. quickly
developed and released newer and improved freighters, the
YT450a slowly lost its attractively. Free traders now pre
ferred freighters like the YT1200, YT1210 and of course
the famous YT1300 transport. There were some models be
tween these and the YT450a, such as the YT700 and the
YT1000, but they didn't have high production numbers.
However the freighters following the YT1000 were quite
popular and still are! Especially the YT1300. They all fea
tured better hyperspace and sublight speed, larger cargo
bays and could easily be modified, things that the YT450a
could not compete with.

light freighter
Craft: Corellian Engineering Corporation YT450a
Transport
Affiliation: General
Era: Rise of the Empire
Source: InferredGamemasters Handbook, Pg. 60
Type: Light freighter
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 25 meters
Skill: Space Transports
Crew: 1 to 2 (can coordinate)
Crew Skill: Varies widely
Passengers: 4
Cargo Capacity: 95 metric tons
Consumables: 2 months
Cost: 24,500 credits (used only)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x3
Hyperdrive Backup: x15
Nav Computer: Yes
Maneuverability: +1
Space: 3
Atmosphere: 260; 750 km h
Hull: 4D
Shields: 1D
Sensors:
Passive: 10/0D
Scan: 25/1D
Search: 40/2D
Focus: 2/3D
Weapons:
Laser Cannon
Fire Arc: Turret
Crew: 1 (copilot)
Skill: Starship gunnery
Fire Control: 2D
Space Range: 13/12/25
Atmosphere: 100300/1.2/2.5 km
Damage: 4D

Addendum Personal General Han Solo
Despite what Chewie and my wife will tell you, I’m not
old enough to have actually flown one of these and what lit
tle I know about this fairly obscure C.E.C. ship is that it flies
something like a permacrete brick being thrown from a mov
ing land speeder. If you can find one my suggestion would
be to use it strictly for getting around insystem and avoid
all of the firefights that you can while going about your busi
ness. As ships go, they’re not awful…just old, but reliable or
so I am told…
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the first freighters of the YT series.

yt-700

Addendum Personal General Han Solo
There really isn’t much that I can say about this ship that
already hasn’t been said. They never caught on like anyone
thought that they would, however the cylindrical shape and
cockpit became something of a recurring feature for most of
the C.E.C.’s ship lines. This baby is a workhorse and while
you don’t see them around as much as you used to, they get
the job done…

Craft: Corellian Engineering Corp. YT700 Transport
Affiliation: General
Era: Rise of the Empire
Source: OfficialAdventure Journal 5
Type: Light Freighter
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 21.7 meters
Skill: Space transports: YT700 transport
Crew: 1, gunner: 1
Crew Skill: Varies widely
Passengers: 4
Cargo Capacity: 65 metric tons
Consumables: 2 months
Cost: 18,000 credits (used only)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x2
Hyperdrive Backup: x20
Nav Computer: Yes
Maneuverability: 0D
Space: 3
Atmosphere: 210; 600 km h
Hull: 4D
Shields: 1D
Sensors:
Passive: 10/0D
Scan: 25/1D
Search: 40/2D
Focus: 2/3D
Weapons:
Laser Cannon
Fire Arc: Turret
Crew: 1
Skill: Starship gunnery
Fire Control: 0D
Space Range: 13/12/25
Atmosphere: 100300/1.2/2.5 km
Damage: 4D
Capsule: The YT700 was a transport starship manufac
tured by Corellian Engineering Corporation. It was one of
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Capsule: The Corellian YT920 light freighter was first
introduced two years following the release of Corellian star
cruiser which gained much fame serving as a priority diplo
matic transport for the Republic. The YT920 is a direct an
cestor to many later designs  the YT1210, YT1300 and
YT2400 transports  and sports many of the same features.
Like later models in the YTseries, the YT920 consists of a
discshaped fuselage with a cockpit extending off of the left
side in an almost identical fashion as the YT1300 (except on
the opposite side of the vessel). On the ship's right side is a
Corellian blaster cannon turret designed to be easily replaced
by larger, more powerful weaponry at a later time.

yt-920
Craft: Corellian Engineering Corporation YT920
Transport
Affiliation: General
Era: Rebellion
Source: Arbitrary / RandomRPGgamer.org
Type: Stock light freighter
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 32.6 meters
Skill: Space transports: YT920
Crew: 2
Crew Skill: Varies widely
Passengers: 5
Cargo Capacity: 85 metric tons
Consumables: 2 months
Cost: 100,000 (new), 30,000 (used), 15,000 (used 
Imperial Era)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x3
Hyperdrive Backup: x22
Nav Computer: Limited to 5 jumps
Maneuverability: 1D
Space: 4
Atmosphere: 280; 800 km h
Hull: 3D
Shields: 1D
Sensors:
Passive: 10/0D
Scan: 25/1D
Search: 40/2D
Focus: 2/3D
Weapons:
Blaster Cannon
Fire Arc: Right turret
Crew: 1
Skill: Starship gunnery
Fire Control: 1D
Space Range: 13/12/25
Atmosphere Range: 100300/1.2/2.5 km
Damage: 3D

Addendum Personal General Han Solo
I can’t say that I’ve ever seen one of these in all my trav
els and I have been from one side of the universe to the
other, I even asked Chewie if he had seen one and he said
that after drinking some spiced nog one Life Day that he
thought that he might have seen one…The first thing that I
notice is that it lacks the cargo mandibles on the front and
the C.E.C. used the VTech engine design, not too shabby.
She’s got a pretty look to her, but I like rounder curves on
my ladies and less straight lines.
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yt-1000
transport

Craft: Corellian Engineering Corporation YT1000
Transport
Affiliation: General
Era: Rebellion
Source: FanmadeKeith Kilburn
Type: Light freighter
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 28 meters
Skill: Space transports: YT1000
Crew: 1, gunners: 1, skeleton: 1
Crew Skill: Varies widely
Passengers: 4
Cargo Capacity: 75 metric tons
Consumables: 2 months
Cost: 85,000 credits new, 20,000 used
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x3
Hyperdrive Backup: x16
Nav Computer: Yes
Space: 4
Atmosphere: 460; 740 km/h
Hull: 4D
Shields: 1D
Sensors:
Passive: 10/0D
Scan: 25/1D
Search: 40/2D
Focus: 2/3D
Weapons:
Double Laser Cannon
Fire Arc: Turret
Crew: 1
Skill: Starship gunnery
Fire Control: 1D
Space Range: 13/12/25
Atmosphere Range: 100300/1.2/2.5 km
Damage: 4D

Capsule: The YT1000 light freighter was a freighter
produced by Corellian Engineering Corporation. It bore dis
tinct similarities to its successor, the YT1300 light freighter.
It was a smaller vessel, and featured a topmounted cockpit.
It had been initially intended as well as a potential replace
ment for the venerable Barlozclass Medium Freighters, al
though even the C.E.C. had not envisioned it as a bold new
direction in starship design.. As with the later variants of the
YT series, the YT1000 was favored by smugglers, who en
joyed the freedom to tinker with the vessel and add many
modifications, such as various weaponry. The model was re
placed by the many variants in the YT1000 line, the
YT1200 line and later still the YT1300.
Addendum Personal General Han Solo
The 1000 was still in pretty heavy use while I was working
my way up through the ranks as a pilot, the C.E.C. used the
BiEngine configuration and center column cockpit eliminat
ing the cargo mandibles and front loading that became stan
dard features in the ‘1300’. The downside is that you the pi
lot are loading everything through the entry ramp and let me
tell you from some of my vast experience, this is not some
thing you want to do during a rainstorm, being chased by
angry natives or a pack of Imps hellbent on catching you.
Not a bad little ship, but the C.E.C. had a long way to go be
fore they got it right…
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yt-1050

Capsule: This limited run of YTclass freighters came
about as an attempt to offset losses from the YT900 and
YT1000 class freighters, problems arose when the parts
used in production went over budget and the initial design
lines were scrapped and most of them were mothballed
saved for one that was stolen by a pirate operating near Zel
tron.

transport

Craft: Corellian Engineering Corporation YT1050
Transport
Affiliation: General
Era: Rebellion
Source: Arbitrary / RandomTetsuoh from the Rancor
Pit forums
Type: Light freighter
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 28.6 meters
Skill: Space transports: YT1050
Crew: 1, gunners: 1, skeleton: 1
Crew Skill: Varies widely
Passengers: 6
Cargo Capacity: 100 metric tons
Consumables: 2 months
Cost: 135,000 new  N/A used
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x3
Hyperdrive Backup: x16
Nav Computer: Yes
Space: 4
Atmosphere: 460; 740 km/h
Hull: 4D
Shields: 1D
Sensors:
Passive: 10/0D
Scan: 25/1D
Search: 40/2D
Focus: 2/3D
Weapons:
Double Laser Cannon
Fire Arc: Turret
Crew: 1
Skill: Starship gunnery
Fire Control: 1D
Space Range: 13/12/25
Atmosphere Range: 100300/1.2/2.5 km
Damage: 4D

Addendum Personal General Han Solo
I asked around and no one I know has ever seen a ‘1050
either. I think someone made it up...
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yt-1100
Craft: Corellian Engineering Corporation YT1100
Transports
Affiliation: General
Era: Rebellion
Source: Arbitrary / RandomKeith Kilburn
Craft: Corellian Engineering Corps. YT1100
Freighter
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 44 m
Crew: 1 pilot (1 can coordinate, +15 for 1 pilot) and
gunner.
Passengers: 7
Cargo Capacity: 100 metric tons
Consumables: 2 months
Cost: 100,000 (new), 30,000 (used), 15,000 (used 
Imperial Era)
Hyperdrive: x2
Hyperdrive backup: x25
Nav Computer: Yes
Maneuverability: 0D
Space Move: 4
Atmosphere: 280: 800 km h
Hull: 4D
Shields: 0D
Sensors:
Passive15/0D
Scan30/1D
Search50/3D
Focus2/4D
Weapons:
Light laser cannon
Fire Arc: Turret
Crew: 1
Skill: Starship gunnery
Fire Control: 1D
Space Range: 13/12/25
Atmosphere Range: 100300/1.2/2.5 km
Damage: 4D

Capsule: The YT1100 went into production before the
more popular 1300, its design was a throwback to the Barloz
freighterline that the C.E.C. produced, combined with the
compartmentalization of YTClass ships to that date. How
ever it failed to find its niche in the galactic spacers market
due to its odd shape, hard to find parts and lack of maneuver
ability. These ships are often thought of collector’s items or
museum pieces because of the scarcity in which they are
seen since the Clone Wars.
Addendum Personal General Han Solo
The ‘1100’ is about as ugly as a Lukewarmed Tauntaun.
I know that I am supposed to be impartial and say glowing
things about each of the ships, but even I’ve got standards.
This was a failed attempt by the creditcounters at the
C.E.C. to ‘regain a lost piece of the starship marketplace…’
and in doing so they tried to merge the YTline with the
‘look’ of the Barloz freighterline and got this piece of work.
The only time I was ever in one of these things, as a passen
ger, was the time that General Calrissian lost it to Comman
der Wayne of the Mutt Squad in a Sabacc game. Lando
wasn’t nearly as saddened to see it go as Commander
Wayne was to win it. Oh and remember what I said about
permacrete bricks earlier? It still applies here.
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yt-1150

Capsule: The YT1150 Medium Transport, like the
YT1100 is an attempt to recapture an early model of trans
port from the Corellian Engineering Corporation (The Bar
loz…) that varies greatly in design from the general concept
of the later ships in the YT series of transports. Slender and
long, this ship looks like a loaf of bread sliced lengthwise
along each side; essentially, a long, slender center section
with two engine nacelles on either side providing thrust. The
ship saw a good amount of use during the days of the Galac
Craft: Corellian Engineering Corporation YT1150 tic Republic and, as like most C.E.C. designs, it is easily
modified. Almost nothing in the ship's design, save for a few
Medium Transport
core systems, is unalterable, and smugglers, pirates, mer
Affiliation: General
chants, and other spacefaring entrepreneurs have taken ad
Era: Old Republic
vantage of this and turned their ships into a personalized
Source: ConvertedStar Wars Gamer 8
transports that suit their needs perfectly.

medium
transport

Type: Space transport
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 31.2 meters
Skill: Space transports: YT1150
Crew: 1
Crew Skill: Varies
Passengers: 6
Cargo Capacity: 95 metric tons
Consumables: 1 month
Cost: 74,000 (new), 15,000 (used)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x2
Hyperdrive Backup: x8
Maneuverability: 1D
Space: 4
Hull: 3D
Shields: 1D
Sensors:
Passive: 15/1D
Scan: 40/1D+2
Search: 80/2D+1
Focus: 2/3D+1
Weapons:
2 Laser Cannons (firelinked)
Fire Arc: Front
Crew: 1
Skill: Starship gunnery
Fire Control: 2D
Space Range: 110/20/30
Atmosphere Range: 1001/2/3 km
Damage: 4D

Addendum Personal General Han Solo
First things first…This is another failed attempt by the
creditcounters at the C.E.C. to regain that lost market niche
they are so desperately attempting to find, that is to say
those who still fly and are for whom the Barloz is the end all,
beat all of space freighters. I can tell you with a fair amount
of certainty that no selfrespecting pirate would ever use this
ship as anything other than perhaps a target to lure in other,
weaker pirates. Spacefaring entrepreneurs, who could afford
to buy a ship outright, would be flying something with more
style like a ‘3000’ or a ‘Minstrelclass’ yacht, not one of
these heaps.
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yt-1200
transport

Craft: Corellian Engineering Corporation YT1200
Transport
Affiliation: General
Era: Rise of the Empire
Source: ConvertedStar Wars Gamer Issue 1
Type: Light Freighter
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 28 meters
Skill: Space transports: YT1200
Crew: 2
Crew Skill: Varies widely
Passengers: 6
Cargo Capacity: 100 metric tons
Consumables: 2 months
Cost: 20,000 (used)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x2
Hyperdrive Backup: x16
Nav Computer: Yes
Maneuverability: 1D
Space: 3
Atmosphere: 260; 750 km h
Hull: 4D
Shields: 1D
Sensors:
Passive: 10/0D
Scan: 25/1D
Search: 40/2D
Focus: 2/3D
Weapons:
Laser Cannon
Fire Arc: Turret
Skill: Starship gunnery
Fire Control: 1D
Space Range: 13/12/25
Atmosphere Range: 100300/1.2/2.5 km
Damage: 4D

Capsule: The YT1200 light freighter was a Corellian
Engineering Corporation YT series freighter that served as
the basis for NovaDrive's licensebuilt 3Z light freighter.
They had tubular, elongated cockpits and rounded hulls.
Each vessel was 28 meters long. The YT1200, along with
the YT1210 light freighter, was released after the YT1000.
Customers preferred the older YT1000 freighters, and once
the YT1300 light freighter was released, sales of the
YT1200 disappeared. C.E.C. later took the existing
YT1200s and modified them into the YT1250 freighter.
Addendum Personal General Han Solo
Not much can be said about the ‘1200’ other then when
the C.E.C. got stuck with the entire line after poor sales they
refurbished it into later models in an attempt to regain their
lost finances. I suppose to be fair I should mention that the
C.E.C. redesigned their patented BiEngine configuration
and slapped a long sensor boom on the thing in an attempt
to give it a new and exciting look. I can’t tell you the number
of times I have heard spacers complain about that thing jut
ting out into their field of vision and I won’t mention how
many times I’ve heard someone say “…and then I scrapped
that sensor boom…”
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yt-1210

light freighter
Craft: Corellian Engineering Corporation YT1210
Transport
Affiliation: General
Era: Rise of the Empire
Source: OfficialPirates & Privateers (pages 6061)
Type: Light freighter
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 28 meters
Skill: Space transports: YT1210
Crew: 2
Crew Skill: Varies widely
Passengers: 4
Cargo Capacity: 100 metric tons
Consumables: 2 months
Cost: 20,000 (used)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x2
Hyperdrive Backup: x16
Nav Computer: Yes
Maneuverability: 1D
Space: 4
Atmosphere: 280; 800 km h
Hull: 4D
Shields: 1D
Sensors:
Passive: 10/0D
Scan: 25/1D
Search: 40/2D
Focus: 2/3D
Weapons:
Laser Cannon
Fire Arc: Turret
Crew: 1
Skill: Starship gunnery
Fire Control: 1D
Space Range: 13/12/25
Atmosphere Range:
100300/1.2/2.5 km

Damage: 4D
Capsule: Some features of the YT1210 would be the ba
sis of the YT1300 light freighter. The ship had the familiar
saucershaped hull of the YT1300, but lacked the forward
cargo loading mandibles that gave that ship its familiar out
line. The YT1210 was 28 meters in length, and the standard
crew consisted of a pilot and a gunner. The stock YT1210
could carry up to 100 metric tons of cargo, and was armed
with a single laser cannon. The ship had a small cabin for the
captain, and it came equipped with a small refresher station.
Unfortunately, once sales of the YT1300 took off at some
point before 33 BBY, the highly capable YT1210 freighter
had a shortened production run. The YT1210 was not a poor
design, but it was not on par with the YT1300.
Addendum Personal General Han Solo
If you read what I said about the ‘1200’, then you can ap
ply it to the ‘1210’ as it is the same ship only with this ver
sion they installed the triengine configuration instead of the
biengine. Oh and they gave the captain his own quarters
and personal refresher, in the event that the captain didn’t
want to have to share with the rest of the crew and if you’ve
ever been on a long ride with a Wookie that might not be
such a bad design idea….
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yt-1250

light freighter
Craft: Corellian Engineering Corporation YT1250
Transport
Affiliation: General
Era: Rise of the Empire
Source: ConvertedStar Wars Gamer Issue 1, Scum
and Villainy pg. 6465
Type: Light Freighter
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 32.35 meters
Skill: Space transports: YT1250
Crew: 2
Crew Skill: Varies widely
Passengers: 5
Cargo Capacity: 80 metric tons
Consumables: 3 months
Cost: 120,000 credits (30,000 used)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x2
Hyperdrive Backup: x16
Nav Computer: Yes
Maneuverability: 1D
Space: 5
Atmosphere: 280; 800 km h
Hull: 4D
Shields: 1D+1
Sensors:
Passive: 10/0D
Scan: 25/1D
Search: 40/2D
Focus: 2/3D
Weapons:
Laser Cannon
Fire Arc: Turret
Skill: Starship gunnery
Fire Control: 2D
Space Range: 13/12/25
Atmosphere Range: 100300/1.2/2.5 km
Damage: 4D+1

Capsule: The YT1250 had 20% less cargo capacity than
the YT1200, but it made up for that by having stronger en
gines, weapons, and a basic set of shields. It wasn't as highly
upgradeable as most YTseries freighters, but it was still able
to be modified to suit the user's needs. Since the YT1250
was upgraded and reinforced, it was marketed as suitable for
light defense duties, cargo transporting in hazardous areas,
and being used as an armed escort for freighter convoys. The
YT1250 was an unusual model for C.E.C., since it wasn't a
new design. With the release of the YT1300, C.E.C. found
itself with a huge back stock of YT1200s and YT1210s. In
an effort to sell these ships, they redesigned the older ships
and sold them as a "new" design. Sales remained sluggish
but C.E.C. was finally able to sell the whole line off to vari 
ous small systems and militant trade guilds.
Addendum Personal General Han Solo
Let’s see here, less cargo space then the ‘1200’ and they
added a bigger triengine configuration, a better weapon
system and some shields. The same thing that any selfre
specting smuggler or free trader could have done on his
own, the problem with this model is that once they started
hardwiring in new tech, the ability to compartmentalize and
reconfigure got locked out because the interior became solid
weld points. For the record, while the Bi and Triengine
configuration is nice and a solid piece of craftsmanship, if
they break down you’re doing two or three times the work
getting back up and running…
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to become one of the most popular space transport hulls ever
produced, revolutionizing the interstellar shipping industry
with its unparalleled application of modular design. Whole
sections could be massproduced and arranged into new con
figurations as needed without extensive retooling. This saved
C.E.C. enormous amounts of credits by allowing the star
ships to be brought to market at extremely competitive
Craft: Corellian Engineering Corp. YT1300 Transport prices. The YT1300 model exemplified this concept with a
circular main corridor and modular compartments that could
Affiliation: General
be mounted around it, all radiating outwards from a central
Era: Rise of the Empire
core inside a saucershaped hull making for both a conve
Source: OfficialCore Rulebook (page 254)
nient and economic design. It was considered an equivalent
Scale: Starfighter
of its time to the Galactic Republic Barloz cargo freighter.
To date this has been the most successful C.E.C. produced
Length: 26.7 meters
freighter of all time and there continues to be more of these
Skill: Space transports: YT1300
ships in service than any others.

yt-1300
transport

Crew: 1 (1 can coordinate), gunners: 1
Crew Skill: Varies widely
Passengers: 6; 9 (YT1300p); None (YT1300f)
Cargo Capacity: 100 metric tons; 50 (YT1300p); 150
(YT1300f)
Consumables: 2 months
Cost: 100,000 (new), 25,000 (used)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x2
Hyperdrive Backup: x12
Nav Computer: Yes
Space: 4
Atmosphere: 480; 800 km h
Hull: 4D
Sensors:
Passive: 10/0D
Scan: 25/1D
Search: 40/2D
Focus: 2/3D
Weapons:
Laser Cannon
Fire Arc: Turret
Crew: 1
Skill: Starship gunnery
Fire Control: 2D
Space Range: 13/12/25
Atmosphere Range:100300/1.2/2.5 km
Damage: 4D

Addendum Personal General Han Solo
The first time I laid eyes on a ‘1300’ I knew I had fallen in
love, a simple design that belays all the elegance and sim
plicity that the C.E.C. can muster all into one fantastic de
sign. Easy to modify, this design is almost perfect for any
firsttime spacer, some wet behind the ears farmboy or just
plain youngling out in his dad’s ship to handle. In my opin
ion with this design the C.E.C. made the perfect ship and for
that reason, this is why you see so many of them still around
today. Freetraders, pirates and smugglers alike love these
ships and will beg, borrow or steal to get their hands on
one…

Capsule: Conceived by a panel of C.E.C. shipbuilding
experts with help from Narro Sienar, the YT series went on
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yt-1300

Damage: 5D
1 Tractor Beam Projector
Fire Arc: Turret
Crew: 1 (pilot or copilot)
Skill: Starship Gunnery
Fire Control: 2D
Space Range: 12/5/10
Atmosphere Range: 100m200m/500m/1km
Strength: 4D

fleet support
freighter
Craft: Corellian Engineering Corporation YT1300
(Modified)
Type: Fleet Support Freighter
Source: Crmcneill
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 35 meters
Skill: Space Transports: YT1300
Crew: 2 (1 @ +10) & 2 gunners)
Crew Skill: Astrogation 3D, Space Transports 4D,
Starship Gunnery 4D, Starship Shields 4D+2, Starship
Sensors 4D
Passengers: 6
Cargo Capacity: 80 metric tons
Consumables: 2 months
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x2
Hyperdrive Backup: x12
Nav Computer: Yes
Maneuverability: 1D
Space: 4
Atmosphere: 480; 800 kph.
Hull: 4D
Shields: 2D
Sensors:
Passive 20/1D
Scan 30/2D
Search 50/3D
Focus 2/4D
Weapons:
2 Dual Laser Cannon (Fire Separately)
Fire Arc: Turret (1 top, 1 bottom)
Crew: 1 each
Skill: Starship Gunnery
Fire Control: 2D
Space Range: 13/12/25
Atmosphere Range: 100m300m/1.2km/2.5km

Special Equipment:
Minehunting Sensor
Effect: +1D to Sensors to Detect and Identify mines in space.

Search & Rescue Sensor
Effect: +1D to Sensors to Detect and Identify living beings
in space.

InFlight Refueling Pod
Effect: Allows the freighter to recharge the consumables
of starfighters and similar craft while in flight. Can recharge
one light freightersized vessel at a time or two
starfightersized vessels simultaneously.
Capsule: This pod is mounted on the ship's underside,
forward of the ventral gun turret. It features a pair of
shortranged tractor beams that lock onto other ships to bring
them in close to the freighter. EVA droids then haul extend
able transfer hoses across and connect them to perform the
transfer. Transfer times for starfighters are generally 1
minute for every day of consumables.

Forward Launch Bay
Capsule: The space between the bow mandibles on the
YT1300 serves as a forward loading bay that connects to the
ship's forward cargo hold. Alliance engineers have modified
the cargo loading grapplers to serve as a launch system for a
variety of different types of equipment, including sensor
probes, mine disposal vehicles, EVA droids, and even
(rarely) concussion missiles.
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Capsule: Standard Alliance starfighter wings are gener
ally assigned a pair of stock light freighters as utility support
craft. However, as the saying goes, there is no such thing as
a stock light freighter. As with nearly all light freighters, the
ships are quickly modified and adapted to suit their opera
tor's needs, and the freighters of the Alliance's Starfighter
Command are no exception. The YT1300 Fleet Support
Freighter has been modified in a variety of little ways to pro
vide added support services to both Alliance Fleet Task
forces and Alliance Starfighter Wings. Among its upgrades
are improved weapons, sensors and shields, along with
inflight refueling, minesweeping and search & rescue equip
ment. The result is a versatile little ship that can serve as a
scout, or in a variety of different support roles in addition to
its standard role as a light freighter.
Addendum Personal General Han Solo
Y’see what I mean? Even Alliance command loves to get
their hands on these, they were in heavy use during the war
and even in the cleanup that came after the Alliance were
still designing and redesigning ways to make these ships
work more efficiently.
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Millennium
falcon
Craft: Modified Corellian Engineering Corporation
YT1300 Transport
Affiliation: Han Solo (smuggler/rebel)
Era: Rise of the Empire
Source: Official…
Type: Modified light freighter
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 26.7 meters
Skill: Space transports: YT1300 transport
Crew: 2, gunners: 2, skeleton: 1/+5
Crew Skill: See Han Solo and Chewbacca in any game
listing for this information.
Passengers: 6
Cargo Capacity: 100 metric tons
Consumables: 2 months
Cost: Not for sale
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x1/2
Hyperdrive Backup: x10
Nav Computer: Yes
Maneuverability: 2D
Space: 8
Atmosphere: 365; 1,050 km h
Hull: 6D
Shields: 3D
Sensors:
Passive: 30/1D
Scan: 60/2D
Search: 75/3D
Focus: 4/4D
Weapons:
2 Quad Laser Cannons
Fire Arc: Turret
Crew: 1
Skill: Starship gunnery
Fire Control: 3D
Space Range: 13/1225
Atmosphere Range: 100300/1.2/2.5 km
Damage: 6D

2 Concussion Missile Tubes (fire linked)
Fire Arc: Front
Skill: Starship gunnery
Fire Control: 3D
Space Range: 1/3/7
Atmosphere Range: 50100/300/700 m
Damage: 9D
Blaster Cannon (retractable)
Fire Arc: Turret
Scale: Speeder
Skill: Vehicle blasters
Fire Control: 4D (fired from cockpit)
Atmosphere Range: 150/100/250
Damage: 3D+2
Addendum Personal General Han Solo
I figured while I was talking about the ‘1300’ I would take
the time to talk about the ‘Falcon’ too, a lot of hard work
and love went into make her what she is today and while I
won’t flaunt all the modifications I’ve done to her over the
years here, I will mention the ones that got used during the
war. Whether your partner is stripping the ship down to fix it
while you’re trying to make good an escape, or if you’re
holding the hand of a trembling princess while trying to fix
the hyperdrive or if your good buddy who lost the ship to
you to begin with calls her ‘the fastest hunk of junk in the
galaxy’, if you treat your ship right, she’ll be there for you
through thick and thin…
Addendum Personal General Lando Calrissian
If anyone else, other than maybe Chewbacca had some
thing to say about the ‘Falcon’, it would be me and I am
glad to finally be able to address the matter in a public set
ting, such as it is. First let me say that I am honored to have
been one of a few owners of this fantastic ship, it saw me
through some of my earlier escapades and when I lost her to
Han in a game of Sabacc…Well I won’t lie about it, it hurt.
I’ve always been a materialistic person and to lose a prize
like the ‘Falcon’ to someone like Han Solo, well it stung my
pride. But I have to be honest with myself and you about this
matter and I’m fairly certain that I’ve never told him this ei
ther, when I got a little older and had the chance to see her
again for the first time in many years on that fateful day dur
ing the war I realized that the better man had won that
Sabacc game and that the ‘Falcon’ was in better hands than
I could ever have provided for her.
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with typical Yt1300 configurations. While one would think
that the lighter hull allows a faster drive result, the truth is
that half the engine was sacrificed as well, along with the ca
pability of putting in bottom and top side turrets. The design
ers intended to make them an efficient and deadly combat
Craft: Corellian Engineering Corp. YT1350 Transport vessel, not as weak as a standard transport, however they
failed from the standpoint that it has no shields and is armed
Affiliation: General
with a missile rack that should it take a direct hit would only
Era: Rise of the Empire
succeed in ripping the ship in half.

yt-1350

Source: Arbitrary / Random originates from
RPGgamer.org and a model project.
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 26.7 meters
Skill: Space transports: YT1350
Crew: 1 (1 can coordinate), gunners: 1
Crew Skill: Varies widely
Passengers: 3
Cargo Capacity: 50 metric tons
Consumables: 2 months
Cost: 80,000 (new), 20,000 (used)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x2
Hyperdrive Backup: x12
Nav Computer: Yes
Space: 5
Atmosphere: 500; 850 km h
Hull: 4D
Sensors:
Passive: 10/0D
Scan: 25/1D
Search: 40/2D
Focus: 2/3D
Weapons:
Concussion Missile Launcher ( Magazine with
10 Missiles )
Fire Arc: front
Crew: 1
Skill: Starship gunnery
Fire Control: 2D
Space Range: 1/3/7
Atmosphere Range: 100m/300m/700m
Damage: 7D

Addendum Personal General Han Solo
Chewie and I looked the holopic over and can’t figure out
how this thing could fly, much less land. Neither one of us
has ever seen anything like it…

Capsule: The YT1350 is a cut down version of the pop
ular YT1300, basically a halved model of that design sacri
ficing much of the cargo space and creature comforts that go
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dard galactic law.

yt-1566

Addendum Personal Chewbacca, lifepartner of General
Han Solo…
<A long series of Wookie sounds are made into the
Craft: Corellian Engineering Corp. YT1566 Transport recorder>

Affiliation: General
Era: Rise of the Empire
Source: Arbitrary / Randomappears to originate with
RPGgamer.org
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 32.2 meters
Skill: Space transports: YT1566 Space Transport
Crew: 2 Skeleton: 1/+5
Crew Skill: Varies widely
Passengers: 6
Cargo Capacity: 110 metric tons
Consumables: 5 months
Cost: 170,000 (new), 32,000 (used)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x2
Hyperdrive Backup: None
Nav Computer: Yes
Space: 5
Atmosphere: 500; 700 km h
Hull: 4D
Shields: 1D
Sensors:
Passive: 15/0D
Scan: 30/1D
Search: 45/2D
Focus: 2/3D
Weapons:
Twin Laser Cannon (fire linked)
Fire Arc: front
Crew: 1
Skill: Starship gunnery
Fire Control: 2D
Space Range: 13/12/25
Atmosphere Range: 100300/1.2/2.5 km
Damage: 5D

Addendum Personal General Han Solo
That’s tellin’ ‘em. Chewie and I gotta agree, it looks like
a holopic of a blaster on its side…

Capsule: Designed with a strong Ion sublight Drive to be
upgraded for more weapons and additional upgrade modifi
cations the YT1566 Transport is perfect at the edge of stan
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tral cockpit offering a good view forwards, as well as a sin
gle laser cannon mounted alongside the cockpit for forward
firing. The YT1600 has sold well in the decades since it was
released, and although due for retirement from production
soon.

yt-1600
Craft: Corellian Engineering Corp. YT1600 Transport
Affiliation: General
Era: New Republic
Source: Source: Arbitrary / RandomAppears to
originate from RPGgamer.org
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 29.8 meters
Skill: Space transports: YT1600
Crew: 1 (1 can coordinate), gunners: 1
Crew Skill: Varies widely
Passengers: 5
Cargo Capacity: 190 metric tons
Consumables: 4 months
Cost: 160,000 (new), 30,000 (used)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x2
Hyperdrive Backup: None
Nav Computer: Yes
Space: 4
Atmosphere: 450; 800 km h
Hull: 4D
Sensors:
Passive: 15/0D
Scan: 30/1D
Search: 45/2D
Focus: 2/3D
Weapons:
Laser Cannon
Fire Arc: front
Crew: 1
Skill: Starship gunnery
Fire Control: 1D
Space Range: 13/12/25
Atmosphere Range: 100300/1.2/2.5 km
Damage: 3D

Addendum Personal General Han Solo
This one I have seen before and let me give you a little in
sight into the mindset of the C.E.C. and a little known fact
about the ‘1600’. This was the C.E.C.’s one attempt to pla
cate the Imperials and was offered originally as an alterna
tive to the commonly used LambdaClass shuttles. I don’t
know if the story is true or not, but I was told that Vader
choked the life from the representative that offered it to him.
Hence the ship went out on the market to recoup design
costs.

Capsule: The YT1600 is a slightly larger C.E.C. trans
port vessel, providing a fairly roomy cargo hold, which
makes this vessel ideal for modification. Slower than some
of the Corellian transports available, the YT1600 has a cen
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Fortunately, the YT1760 shared the easy modification of
other YT ships, and it was also common for owners to add
better weaponry. Some captains chose to replace the passen
ger quarters with staterooms, though this reduced the passen
ger capacity to four beings. Their high maintenance costs
caused most YT1760s to be scrapped by the time of the Ga
lactic Civil War, but some operators still preferred them to
newer ships.

yt-1760
Craft: Modified YT1760
Type: Light Freighter
Affiliation: General
Era: Rise of the Empire
Source: ConvertedStar Wars Gamer 2
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 20 meters
Skill: Space Transports: YT1760
Crew: 1 or 2
Crew Skill: Varies
Passengers: 8
Cargo Capacity: 10 metric tons
Consumables: 2 months
Cost: 80,000 (new), 20,000 (used)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x1
Hyperdrive Backup: x15
Nav Computer: Yes
Maneuverability: 1D
Space: 7
Atmosphere: 365; 1000 km/h
Hull: 3D
Shields: 0
Sensors:
Passive: 10/0D
Scan: 25/1D
Search: 40/2D
Focus: 2/3D
Weapons:
None

Addendum Personal General Han Solo
If it was the intention of the C.E.C. to make a faster cargo
vessel then I think they failed miserably as the 1760 only has
a tenton capacity and the fact that you’re limited on space
means you’re not making much money…Worse yet there is
nothing that can be done to improve that, short of external
cargo pods which reduce maneuverability and speed…

Capsule: Released around the time of the Battle of Na
boo, the YT1760 was part of the popular YT series. Though
it succeeded in improving on the slower sublight and hy
perdrive speeds of older models, it did so at the cost of
cargo capacity and defense capability. The YT1760 was re
leased with no weapons or shields, and its hull was less
sturdy than many of its predecessors. The larger drive sys
tems had already reduced the cargo capacity, but most of the
owners decided to trade cargo room for shield generators.
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yt-1900
Craft: Corellian Engineering Corporation YT1900
Transport, Patrol BomberB and Shipyard tenderC
variants.
Affiliation: General
Era: Rebellion
Source: Arbitrary / RandomMarcus Starkiller,
crmcneill and Zarn
Type: C.E.C. YT1900 Space Transport
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 26.2m
Skill: Space Transports  YT1900
Crew: 1 (Gunners: 1)
Crew Skill: varies
Passengers: 2
Consumables: 2 Months
Cargo Capacity: 15 Tons. 1900B and C: 5 tons
Cost: 110,000 (new); 27,000 (used)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: X2
Hyperdrive Backup: X12
Nav Computer: Yes
Space: 6 (1900B: 10, 1900C: 5*)
Atmosphere: 700; 1200 km h
Maneuverability: 2D
Hull: 4D
Shields: 0 (1900B has 2D)
Sensors:
Passive: 15/0D
Scan: 30/1D
Search: 50/2D
Focus: 2/3D
Weapons:
1900A or B
1 Dual Laser Cannon
Fire Arc: Turret (BRear)
Crew: 1
Skill: Starship Gunnery
Fire Control: 3D
Space Range: 13/12/25

Atmosphere Range:100m300m/1.2km/2.5km
Damage: 5D
1900B (Only)
2 Proton Torpedo Launchers
Fire Arc: Front
Crew: 1 (pilot or copilot)
Skill: Starship Gunnery
Fire Control: 3D
Space Range: 1/3/7
Atmosphere Range:50m100m/300m/700m
Damage: 9D
Ammo: 36 (single magazine feeds both
launchers)
1900C
1 Tractor beam
Fire Arc: turret (ventral)
Crew: 1
Skill: Starship Gunnery
Fire Control: 2D
Space Range: 13
Atmosphere Range: 100m300m
Damage: None**
1 Maghook launcher
Fire Arc: rear
Crew: 1
Skill: Starship Gunnery
Fire Control: 2D
Space Range: 1
Atmosphere Range: 100m
Damage: None***
* Though the ship has but 5 in Space rating, it has
extremely powerful engines for its size
** The tractor beam allows moving objects of a
rating up to 10 Metric Tons
*** The maghook allows the tug to change an
object's Space rating by 1 (for a maximum of 5,
minimum of 0) if the object masses less than 5 000
Metric Tons. Several tugs can act in concert to
move larger objects than 5 kMT.
Capsule: The YT1900 is a later model from C.E.C., and
is heavily based on the hugely successful YT1300, with an
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offcenter cockpit, cargo loading arms, and many other fea
tures familiar to those who have flown the YT1300. Slightly
bulkier, but with more powerful engines, the YT1900 can
carry larger cargoes, which are loaded through a forward
mounted cargo hatch, leaving the lower ramps free for use
by crew and passengers. However should the front hatch not
be available, or usable, then the lower ramps can still be used
as in other older designs. While opinions have been mainly
positive about the YT1900, the only major complaint has
been about the turret placement, since its field of fire is
somewhat blocked by the large engine housings that run
along the top of the vessel, but as with all turret placements
the fire of fire always depends on good interaction between
the pilot and gunner. As with previous YT series ships, the
turret can be locked into a forwards firing position, and fired
by the pilot if he is flying the ship solo. The YT1900 has
sold in modest numbers and failed to be as big a success as
the other YT freighters.
Two variants were made of this model (One a combat
variant used for light military use, border patrol and disputes
and the other a tugship used for shipyards primarily in the
assisting disabled ships to their final docking place…) and
while both had adequate numbers when it came to sales, nei
ther caught on as well as the C.E.C. had hoped and were
eventually discontinued.
Addendum Personal General Han Solo
I asked around and no one I know has ever seen a ‘1900,
strangest lookin’ ship I’ve ever seen…
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yt-1930
Craft: Corellian Engineering Corporation YT1930
Light Freighter
Type: Stock light freighter
Affiliation: General
Era: Rebellion
Source: OfficialWretched hive of scum and villainy
(pg. 98)
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 35 meters
Skill: Space transports: YT1930
Crew: 2
Crew Skill: Varies widely
Passengers: 6
Cargo Capacity: 200 metric tons
Consumables: 4 months
Cost: 135,000 credits (new), 45,000 credits (used)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x2
Hyperdrive Backup: x12
Nav Computer: Yes
Maneuverability: 1D+2
Space: 6
Atmosphere: 280; 800 km h
Hull: 4D
Shields: 2D
Sensors:
Passive: 10/0D
Scan: 25/1D
Search: 40/2D
Focus: 2/3D
Weapons:
Twin Heavy Laser Cannon
Fire Arc: Turret
Crew: 1 (copilot)
Skill: Starship gunnery
Fire Control: 2D
Space Range: 13/12/25
Atmosphere: 100300/1.2/2.5 km
Damage: 4D

Capsule: The YT1930 was a series light freighter that
was released by the C.E.C. shortly before the Battle of
Yavin. The design of the YT1930 was a variant on the suc
cessful YT1300 light freighter, but placed the cockpit along
the center line of the ship, and added two wedgeshaped
cargo areas at the rear to double the cargo capacity of its pre
decessor. Most came with a single laser cannon turret.
Though some considered it to be the pinnacle of the YT se
ries, the YT1930 never gained the following the older
freighter design had.
Addendum Personal General Han Solo
For the price tag, this is a decent ship. Good cargo space
with plenty of extras…
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yt-1950
transport

Type: Corellian Engineering Corporation YT1950
Space Transport
Affiliation: General
Era: Rebellion
Source: Arbitrary/RandomAppears to originate from
RPGGAMER.org and a fanbased model.
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 29.1m
Skill: Space Transports  YT1950
Crew: 1 + 1 Gunner
Crew Skill: varies
Passengers: 7
Consumables: 8 Months
Cargo Capacity: 160 Tons
Cost: 105,000 (new); 26,000 (used)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: X2
Hyperdrive Backup: X12
Nav Computer: Yes
Space: 5
Atmosphere: 650; 950 km h
Maneuverability: 1D
Hull: 4D+2
Shields: 1D
Sensors:
Passive: 15/0D
Scan: 30/1D
Search: 50/2D
Focus: 2/3D
Weapons:
Laser Cannon
Fire Arc: Turret
Skill: Starship Gunnery
Fire Control: 1D
Space Range: 13/15/25
Atmosphere Range: 100300/1.5/2.5km
Damage: 4D

Capsule: The YT1950 is a slightly larger variant of the
YT1930 Corellian Transport vessel, capable of carrying
more cargo than the extremely successful YT1300; the de
sign is similar to the YT2000 design which followed it. The
ship has a central cockpit offering a better overall field of vi
sion to the side cockpit of the YT1300, but the cargo
mandibles block vision to the sides something that was recti
fied with the extended neck of the YT2000. YT1950's are
still sold, although the line is close to retirement, and many
thousands of these vessels can be seen across the entire gal
axy.
Addendum Personal General Han Solo
Eight months of food, and seven passengers. You’d think
the C.E.C. expects the crew to live on the ‘1950. Lemme tell
you, when Chewie and I went to Cloud City we didn’t live in
the Falcon…
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yt-2000
Craft: Corellian Engineering Corporation YT2000
Transport
Affiliation: General
Era: Rebellion
Source: ConvertedStarships of the galaxy Saga
edition (pg. 154)
Type: Light Freighter
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 29.4 m
Skill: Space Transports: YT2000
Crew: 1 or 2 (Can Coordinate)
Passengers: 7
Cargo Capacity: 115 Tons
Consumables: 3 Months
Cost: 150,000 Creditsnew, 45,000used
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x2
Hyperdrive Backup: x12
Nav Computer: Yes
Maneuverability: 1D+2
Space: 4
Atmosphere: 330; 950 km h
Hull: 5D
Shields: 2D
Sensors:
Passive: 15/0D
Scan: 35/1D
Search: 60/2D
Focus: 3/3D
Weapons:
2 Quad Laser Cannon (Dorsal and Ventral)
Fire Arc: 1 Dorsal Turret, 1 ventral turret
Crew: 1 or Pilot
Skill: Starship Gunnery
Fire Control: 2D (Can be fixed to forward to
be fired by the pilot at 1D.)
Space Range: 13/12/25
Atmosphere Range: 100300/1.2/2.5km
Damage: 5D

Capsule: The YT2000 combined the 1300's successful
saucerlike design with the 1930's symmetrical theme, in
cluding the centralized cockpit. The standard cockpit design
of the YT2000 deviated from the pilot and copilot sitting
side by side, as in previous models. Instead, the pilot sat in
front while the copilot was situated behind the pilot, with no
room for any other people in the cockpit. Due to the turbu
lent times in which the ship was designed and produced, the
YT2000 boasted heavier standard shields and weapons (two
dual laser turrets) than any of its predecessors. The arma
ment and shields, coupled with its speed and maneuverabil
ity, caused many Imperial officials to view the YT2000 with
suspicion. The YT2000 had a limited production run. The
line was discontinued so C.E.C. could push their new
YT2400 line, which had not been compromised by indus
trial espionage.
Addendum Personal General Han Solo
For fifty thousand more credits you get fifteen more tons
of cargo capacity, an ugly and unfriendly cockpit layout and
a ship rife with problems before it ever repulsored out of the
factory. Save that extra fifty thousand credits for upgrades
and get you something a little older…
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light freighter produced by Corellian Engineering Corpora
tion similar to the YT1300. Favored by smugglers, the ship
featured the YT series trademark saucershaped hull and
starboardmounted command pod. Like most Corellian de
signs, the YT2400 was fast, tough, and endlessly modifi
able. Stock YT2400s were 21 meters in length, required two
pilots, and were armed with a single laser cannon turret, al
though the ship was easily customized for modifications to
the stock frame. Thus, the design was favored by mercenar
ies and smugglers, or any other being in need of a
wellarmed "transport".

yt-2400
transport

Craft: Corellian YT2400 Transport
Affiliation: General
Era: Rebellion
Source: OfficialStock Ships (pages 1719)
Type: Stock light freighter
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 21 meters
Skill: Space transports: YT2400
Crew: 2, gunners: 1, skeleton: 1/+10
Crew Skill: Varies widely
Passengers: 6
Cargo Capacity: 150 metric tons
Consumables: 2 months
Cost: 130,000 (new), 32,000 (used)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x2
Hyperdrive Backup: x12
Nav Computer: Yes
Space: 4
Atmosphere: 480; 800 km h
Hull: 5D
Shields: 2D
Sensors:
Passive: 10/0D
Scan: 25/1D
Search: 40/2D
Focus: 2/3D
Weapons:
Laser Cannon
Fire Arc: Turret
Crew: 1
Skill: Starship gunnery
Fire Control: 2D
Space Range: 13/12/25
Atmosphere Range: 100300/1.2/2.5 km
Damage: 4D

Addendum Personal General Han Solo
The 2400 isn’t that bad of a ship and having been on the
‘Outrider’ a couple of times I can tell you that it handles
well, has a decent layout and overall is everything that a
freighter is supposed to be. New or used the 2400 is a wor
thy investment…

Capsule: The YT2400 light freighter was a YT series
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yt-2550

Damage: 4D

Craft: Corellian Engineering Corporation YT2550
Medium Transport
Affiliation: General
Era: Rebellion
Source: Official/fanmadeThe Politics of Contraband
and Classic Adventures (Pg. 3 in both...) for the
original, modifications suggested by HighAdmiral.de at
http://www.highadmiral.de/lssa.htm#yt2550
Type: Medium freighter
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 65.9 meters
Skill: Space Transports: YT2550
Crew: 4, gunners: 2, skeleton: 2/+5
Crew Skill: Varies widely
Passengers: 10
Cargo Capacity: 800 metric tons
Consumables: 4 months
Cost: 220,000 creditsnew, 100,000 creditsused
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x2
Hyperdrive Backup: x12
Nav Computer: Yes
Maneuverability: 1D
Space: 4
Atmosphere: 280; 800 km h
Hull: 4D+1
Shields: 1D
Sensors:
Passive: 10/0D
Scan: 25/1D
Search: 40/2D
Focus: 2/3D
Weapons:
2 Laser Cannons
Fire Arc: Turret
Crew: 1
Skill: Starship gunnery
Fire Control: 2D
Space Range: 13/12/25
Atmosphere: 100300/1.2/2.5 km

Capsule: The YT2550 was a medium freighter from the
Corellian Engineering Corporation YT series. YT2550s
were seen in use by smugglers shortly after the Battle of En
dor. Like other YT series vessels, they could be easily modi
fied.
Addendum Personal General Han Solo
This one is a strange case; I’ve only ever seen one used by
some smugglers that I met once in the Rebellion back during
the war. I’ve heard a couple of different ratings on the cargo
capacity, but have no firsthand knowledge of the ship other
than a strange looking layout for a ship from the C.E.C..
From my understand the ‘2550 had a very limited run and
was shelved in an effort to keep costs down and profits up as
it didn’t sell very well.
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yt-3000

Space Range: 13/12/25
Atmosphere Range: 100300/1.2/2.5 km
Damage: 4D

light transport
Craft: Corellian Engineering Corporation YT3000
Light Transport
Type: Stock Light Freighter
Affiliation: General
Era: Rebellion
Source: Arbitrary / RandomAppears to originate from
RPGGAMER.org and this project
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?
id=189637662
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 31.57 meters
Skill: Space Transports: YT 3000
Crew: 1
Crew Skill: Varies Tremendously
Passengers: 8
Cargo Capacity: 150 metric tons
Consumables: 6 months
Cost: 150, 000 (new), 40, 000 (used)
Hyperdrive: x2
Hyperdrive Backup: x15
Nav Computer: Yes
Space: 4
Maneuverability: 1D+1
Atmosphere: 280; 800 km h
Hull: 3D
Shields: 1D+2
Sensors:
Passive 15/1D
Scan 40/2D
Search 50/3D
Focus 2/4D
Weapons:
Blaster Cannon:
Fire arc: Front
Crew: 1 (pilot or gunner)
Skill: Starship Gunnery
Fire Control: 1D+1

Capsule: The YT3000 looks like a YT1300 but it has
the cockpit on the top in the middle and a blaster cannon in
between the two cargo mandibles at the front.
Addendum Personal General Han Solo
Y’know from reading the brief description of the ‘3000,
someone in the market to purchase one wouldn’t have much
to go on and other than some modifications to the hyper
drive, hull and shielding…well a smart smuggler, free trader
or purchaser in general would be better off purchasing a
‘3500 used and saving themselves some money…
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yt-3500

light transport
Type: Corellian Engineering Corporation YT3500
Space Transport
Affiliation: General
Era: Rebellion
Source: Arbitrary / RandomAppears to originate from
RPGGAMER.org and this project
http://swfanon.wikia.com/wiki/Corellian_Courier
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 26.7m
Skill: Space Transports  YT3500
Crew: 1 (Gunners: 1)
Crew Skill: varies
Passengers: 6
Consumables: 2 Months
Cargo Capacity: 150 Tons
Cost: 105,000 (new); 26,000 (used)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: X2
Hyperdrive Backup: X12
Nav Computer: Yes
Space: 4
Atmosphere: 480; 800 km h
Maneuverability: 0D
Hull: 4D
Shields: 2D
Sensors:
Passive: 30/0D
Scan: 60/1D
Search: 75/2D
Focus: 4/3D
Weapons:
Laser Cannon
Fire Arc: Turret
Skill: Starship Gunnery
Fire Control: 2D
Space Range: 13/15/25
Atmosphere Range: 100300/1.5/2.5km
Damage: 4D

Capsule: The YT3500 is a late series Corellian Freighter
and originally designed as a fuel hauler which contains some
small refinements over the earlier Corellian transports such
as the YT1300, but wasn't distinguished enough to make
any huge impact on the market. The vessel has a smaller
drive unit which accounts for the larger cargo capacity even
though it uses only a very slightly modified YT1300 hull,
the central cockpit is also considered to be an improvement
giving the pilot a better forward view from the vessel, how
ever some have criticized the fact that it is difficult to see be
low the ship from the cockpits high placement, making land
ings sometimes difficult. The cockpits placement also blocks
the space many owners use in YT1300's for an upper gun
turret, however the lower gun socket is preinstalled with a
laser cannon.
Addendum Personal General Han Solo
Here is another example of what is basically the same de
sign being used again. Personally it looks as though the
C.E.C. used the existing frame and installed slightly better
equipment in order to get a bigger share of market sales.
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When most people think about Bulk Freighters they think
about colossal ships packed to the brim with cargo moving
along at a sand crawler’s pace, for the most part when it
comes to capital ships that isn’t an unfair assessment of the
speed and grace with which they tend to operate under. It’s
been my general experience that bulk freighters are only
good for few jobs and yachts are only good for throwing par
ties and tooling around the known galaxy showing off how
many credits you have and hobnobbing with the rich and fa
mous.

Imperials laid waste to the Orbital Polytechnic University at
Talsion in what is now known as the ‘Talsion Student Upris
ing’. I can tell you that I wish that he had presented whatever
he was workin’ on at the time to the board of directors of the
Corellian Engineering Corporation as I’m sure that it would
have turned the YTfreighter class on its head…Truthfully,
I’ve made more credits off the back of his work than most of
the free traders that are out there flyin’ ships right now and
now that he is gone, I miss him and I ain’t even a little bit
sentimental except maybe where my grandchildren are in
volved. His work on cargo capacity to fuel consumption ratio
What a lot of people don’t realize or maybe even don’t still stands the test of time and he did the work at the tender
know is that most of the Bulk freighters that the Corellian age of nineteen while still at the academy.
Engineering Corporation has flying these days and the one
yacht they put on the market were in fact designed by the
Bulk freighters, despite what I said earlier, can be used for
same guy. A long, long time ago really not so far away the a variety of things…Smuggling, transport of goods for the
Corellian Engineering Corporation hired a Givin named Gal common man, hauling Starfighters from one side of the gal
divar Xaw’Mel, who at the time of his employment was still axy to another. Piracy, rebel strongholds and just plain get
a student at the Orbital Polytechnic University at Talsion at ting around from one place to another; if you want to move
the age of nineteen. Despite the fact that he worked in the fast then I suggest you get a stock light freighter and learn to
Corellian Engineering Corporation’s Design Specifications fly through life by the seat of your pants. If on the other hand
Division of, his primary field of study was droid programing you want to take your time getting from place to place and
which lead to him being a part of the ‘Nerfworks’ project be maybe, in the meantime, get to see some of the universe,
fore it was shut down.
then get you a bulk freighter and take to the space lanes
learning to enjoy the pace of life that comes with it.
“Maximizing space and utilizing the most efficient en
gine capacity as well as factoring for fuel consumption
Booster Terrik,
through the new XHT8311 fuel processing pump, the
Proud owner of the Errant Venture.
Corellian Engineering Corporation will help the Repub
lic bring much needed supplies to all those hard to reach
places in the galaxy. In doing so think of all the people
that will be touched by the gift of much needed food,
medical supplies and general comforts that can be
shipped more efficiently and expeditiously thanks to im
provements and designs that I have implemented with
this new line of bulk freighters, I’ve begun work on a
space yacht and at the next annual board meeting plan to
submit new designs for a new fleet of stock light
freighters as well…”
–Galdivar Xaw’Mel
No one knows for sure whatever became of Galdivar; ru
mor has it that he became a part of the Rebellion after the
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ce-2

learnin’ to be a pilot. The thing about the CE2 is that what
you see is what you get when it comes to this freighter. It’s
big and bulky with lots of cargo space, during the war I
knew a Rebel crew that converted one into a carrier, I’ve
met pirates that have run entire operations out of a single
CE2 and I have known freetraders who wouldn’t give up
their battered old ships, not for love nor credits. Despite the
lack of weaponry, these freighters are a decent buy no mat
ter what it is that you’re getting up to…

transport
Craft: Corellian Engineering Corporation CE2
Transport
Affiliation: General
Era: Rebellion
Source: OfficialPirates and Privateerspg. 66
Type: Light freighter
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 100 meters
Skill: Space transports: CE2 transport
Crew: 2
Crew Skill: Varies widely
Passengers: 2
Cargo Capacity: 50,000 metric tons
Consumables: 2 months
Cost: 200,000 (new), 95,000 (used)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x2
Hyperdrive Backup: x12
Nav Computer: Yes
Maneuverability: 1D
Space: 3
Atmosphere: 260; 750 km h
Hull: 4D
Shields: 1D
Sensors:
Passive: 10/0D
Scan: 25/1D
Search: 40/2D
Focus: 2/2D+2
Capsule: An odd hybrid of a light freighter and space
barge, the CE2 is an experiment intended to use a light
freighter configuration to move barge cargo pods. The result
has sold decently well, and may herald a change in medium
freighter design.
Addendum Personal General Han Solo
I hadn’t been on one of these since I hitched a ride from
Corellia to the outerrim when I was a teenager first
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vessel that the CR90 is. As a cargo vessel the CR12 is per
fect, however owners began modifying them, adding
weapons and armor, making them into combat vessels,
something that the designers had never intended but took
into consideration for their later designs. CR12's continue to
operate across the galaxy, some modified into capital ships
for pirates and other groups who operate on the edge of le
gality, but many more just continuing to carry cargo across
the galaxy as they have for decades.

cr-12

bulk transport
Type: Corellian Engineering Corporation CR12 Bulk
Transport
Affiliation: General
Era: Rebellion
Source: Arbitrary / RandomHomemade and appears
to originate from RPGGAMER.org
Scale: Capital
Length: 145 Meters
Skill: Space Transports: Corellian Bulk Transport
Crew: 20, Skeleton Crew: 5/+10
Crew Skill: Varies widely
Passengers: 20
Cargo Capacity: 15000 Tons
Consumables: 6 Months
Cost: 2 Million (new), 0.5 Million (used)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: X2
Hyperdrive Backup: X12
Nav Computer: Yes
Maneuverability: 1D
Space: 5
Atmosphere: 300, 900 km h
Hull: 3D
Shields: 1D
Sensors:
Passive: 40/1D
Scan: 80/2D
Search: 100/3D
Focus: 4/4D
Weapons:
None

Addendum Personal General Han Solo
Slow, dependable, unarmed and cheaply made, but with
an expensive price tag…that’s the C.E.C. for you.

Capsule: The Corellian CR12 Bulk Transport is a simi
lar vessel as the CR90 Corvette designed and built long be
fore the Corvette entered production and continuing to be
built until recently, however the CR12 was designed to be a
straight transport vessel with a large cargo capacity and high
top speed instead of the flexible and easily modified combat
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ht-2200
medium
freighter

Craft: Corellian Engineering Corporation HT2200
Affiliation: General
Era: Rise of the Empire
Source: OfficialStock Ships (pg. 4951), Pirates &
Privateers (pg. 66)
Type: Medium freighter
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 54.8 meters
Skill: Space transports: HT2200
Crew: 2
Passengers: 8
Cargo Capacity: 800 metric tons, in four cargo bays
Consumables: 3 months
Cost: 240,000 (new), 110,000 (used)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x2
Hyperdrive Backup: x12
Nav Computer: Yes
Space: 3
Atmosphere: 260; 750 km h
Hull: 5D
Shields: 1D
Sensors:
Passive: 10/0D
Scan: 25/1D
Search: 40/2D
Focus: 2/3D
Weapons:
2 Pulse Laser Cannons
Fire Arc: Turret
Skill: Starship gunnery
Fire Control: 2D
Space Range: 13/12/25
Atmosphere Range: 100300/1.2/2.5 km
Damage: 4D

Notes: This vessel is easily modified; engineers gain a +5
bonus to their space transports repair rolls when performing
modifications on an HT2200.
Capsule: HT2200s had a significantly larger cargo ca
pacity than any YT series vessel. They also had a stronger
hull and greater baseline armament than the smaller YT se
ries ships, though they were still lightly armed for their size.
The design of the hull and power distribution systems al
lowed the installation of additional weapons, though this
would necessitate the upgrading of the power generator as
well. Most HT2200 owners added new drive systems, the
most popular being the 1L10 drive by Incom or drives from
SoroSuub. Their main advantage over the YT series was in
the design of the cargo bay. The cargo area of the HT2200
was divided into four independent sections, each of which
had its own environmental controls.
Addendum Personal General Han Solo
If you want something to just haul cargo, than the ‘2200 is
perfectly suited for that, but life as a blockade runner or
smuggler would be better suited finding a faster ship…
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rk-20

rescue ship
Type: Corellian Engineering Corporation RK20
Rescue Ship
Affiliation: General
Era: Rise of the Empire, Rebellion
Source: Arbitrary / RandomHomemade and appears
to originate from RPGGAMER.org
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 82.5 Meters
Skill: Space Transports: RK20
Crew: 32; Skeleton 11/+10
Crew Skill: Varies
Consumables: 2 Months
Passengers: 850
Cargo Capacity: 500 Tons
Hyperdrive Multiplier: X1
Hyperdrive Backup: X12
Nav Computer: Yes
Space: 5
Atmosphere: 250; 850 km h
Maneuverability: 1D
Hull: 3D
Shields: 1D
Sensors:
Passive: 50/0D
Scan: 80/1D
Search: 120/3D
Focus: 3/5D
Weapons:
4 Tractor Beam Projectors
Fire Arc: 1 front, 1 left, 1 right, 1 rear
Crew: 2 each
Skill: Capital Ship Gunnery
Fire Control: 2D
Space Range: 15/15/30
Atmosphere Range: 210/30/60km
Damage: 5D

Capsule: Both the Clone Wars and the following Galactic
Civil war led to massive casualties both among the various
factions involved in them and in the civilian population
caught up in the middle of the battles. While many ships
were destroyed outright, many more were crippled leaving
their crews fleeing in short range lifepods or left aboard a
dying vessel with only limited life support left. The Corellian
RK20 Rescue Ship was designed to operate within fleets
and from planetary surfaces to retrieve ship crew from crip
pled vessels. Equipped with tractor beams to bring aboard
escape pods, large medical facilities, and plenty of space for
the rescued people, as well as fairly fast drives to bring it to
the site of any space disasters. These vessels have not proven
popular with fleets, although many planets use them for res
cues within their systems and countless people owe their
lives to these dependable and versatile starships.
Addendum Personal General Han Solo
You used to see more RK20’s then you do now, with the
line being discontinued due to Imperial interference. They’re
primarily used for search and rescue.
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280

personal yacht
Type: Corellian Engineering Corporation Starspeed
280 Personal Space Yacht
Affiliation: General
Era: Rise of the Empire, Rebellion
Source: Arbitrary / RandomHomemade and appears
to originate from RPGGAMER.org
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 35 meters
Skill: Space transports: Starspeed 280 Yacht
Crew: 5, gunners: 1
Crew Skill: Varies widely
Passengers: 10
Cargo Capacity: 10 metric tons
Consumables: 3 months
Cost: 2,500,000 (New)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x1
Hyperdrive Backup: x10
Nav Computer: Yes
Maneuverability: 2D
Space: 7
Atmosphere: 280; 800 km h
Hull: 4D
Shields: 1D
Sensors:
Passive: 10/0D
Scan: 25/1D
Search: 40/2D
Focus: 2/3D
Weapons:
2 Laser Cannons (firelinked)
Fire Arc: Turret
Crew: 1 (turret or cockpit)
Skill: Starship gunnery
Fire Control: 2D
Space Range: 13/12/25
Atmosphere Range: 100300/1.2/2.5 km
Damage: 4D

Capsule: The Corellian Starspeed 280 Personal Yacht,
simply called the Starspeed Yacht or the Starspeed 280, is
C.E.C.'s attempt to create a reliable ship for the rich. It is a
beautiful vessel and vaguely resembles a Mon Calamari ship.
At the top towards the front of the vessel is a large observa
tion deck where its passengers can view the stars. It also fea
tures large 'suites' for its passengers to live/sleep in which
have their own bathroom and minikitchen.
Addendum Personal General Han Solo
If you can afford the price tag on the ‘280, then you don’t
have to worry about things like running cargo and ‘carrying
questionable contraband items through a customs blockade’.
For what you’re getting at that price, just save your money
and modify the hell out of the ship you buy used, then you
could retire travel the universe in style…
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I’ve been from one side of the universe to another and
seen a lot of strange things, but the fact the Corellian Engi
neering Corporation has started copying their own product
and attempted to remarket the ship as something completely
different baffles even me, and I ain’t someone that baffles
easy…Take my word for it, the only thing a CRF transport
is, is a HWK290 freighter with a new paint job and plush
Dewback leather seats.
Oh I know what you’re sayin’, how can I be so sure?
Well I know for a fact that they’re the same ship because
I happen to have been aboard the Moldy Crow on more than
one occasion and at the last C.E.C. trade show on Corellia I
took a long hard look at the CRF, you see at the time I was in
the market for a new ship and wanted to get a closer look at
what the Corellian Engineering Corporation was laying
down and thought maybe I could pick one up. So there Chi
hdo and I were, y’know, taking in the trade show, and I got
to do a walkthrough of the CRF and imagine my surprise
when I realize that it’s nothing more than a HWK290 knock
off.

Dewback leather seats will make you the envy of all your
friends and with the newly redesigned doublewide re
fresher space, even a Wookiee with an upset tummy from
eating too many Wookieeookiees will find enough room
to relax and settle in with a good holonovel!!!”
–Corellian Engineering Corporation specialist,
Sven Vandangante.
Yeah, they used the refresher selling point to market these
ships and I for one ain’t impressed, because their ain’t no
amount of space large enough for a Wookiee with an upset
stomach, take my word on it. I guess that’s all from me about
the CRF…Hey you C.E.C. guys said that Kyle Katarn is
never gonna read this, right?

I was sorely disappointed, although I do have some fond
memories of the Moldy Crow and Jan Ors…well y’know I
ain’t the type to kiss and talk, but me being the ladies’ man
that I am y’see, well lemme just say I got to see a lot more of
the Moldy Crow then you’re average person might have with
me and Jan being so close and all. Kyle Katarn wasn’t too
happy about it, he threw a beating on me that I’m still recov
ering from and it’s been years and years ago…It sort of re
minded me of the time that Salla Zend tried to set my crotch
on fire with that flaming green vanarx that she was drinking
on Nar Shaddaa, that took a while to heal too. There was a
bunch of pamphlets about the CRF layin’ around and I can
remember one of the quotes from them, mainly because it
was the only thing not soaked through when I used it as nap
kin to clean up that Corellian Ale they were servin’
“The CRF maximizes speed and efficiency of move
ment while providing maximum comfort and affordabil
ity. Utilizing the newest ray shielding technology this
light courier vessel not only offers the best protection
money can buy, it gets you there in style as the plush
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Rik Duel,
‘Free trader’ and proud owner of The Moonshadow.

crf-78

light courier
Type: Corellian Engineering Corporation CRF78
Light Courier
Affiliation: General
Era: Rebellion
Source: Arbitrary / RandomHomemade and appears
to originate from RPGGAMER.org
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 25m
Skill: Space Transports  CRF78
Crew: 1
Crew Skill: varies
Passengers: 8
Consumables: 2 Months
Cost: 73,000 (new), 20,000 (used)
Cargo Capacity: 50 Tons
Hyperdrive Multiplier: X1
Hyperdrive Backup: X12
Nav Computer: Yes
Space: 6
Atmosphere: 600; 1200 km h
Maneuverability: 2D+2
Hull: 4D
Shields: 2D
Sensors:
Passive: 20/0D+2
Scan: 40/1D+1
Search: 60/2D+2
Focus: 2/3D+2
Weapons:
Laser Cannon
Fire Arc: Turret
Skill: Starship Gunnery
Fire Control: 2D
Space Range: 13/12/25
Atmosphere Range: 100300/1.2/2.5km
Damage: 5D

Capsule: This fast and sleek courier ship has found a
market with mercenaries and smugglers, both of whom love
the maneuverability and speed of the vessel. Within its
streamlined hull it has a fair sized cargo hold and generous
passenger capacity, allowing a large amount of modification
to improve the vessel far beyond its design specifications.
When originally conceived, the CRF78 was hoped to grab
hold of some of the courier and messenger markets created
as the Empire locked down control of the Holonet forcing in
formation to be transported by starship.
Addendum Personal General Han Solo
I can't help noticing how much this looks like HWK290...
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crf-156t
fast courier

Type: Corellian Engineering Corporation CRF156T
Fast Courier
Affiliation: General
Era: Rebellion
Source: Arbitrary / RandomHomemade and appears
to originate from RPGGAMER.org
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 26m
Skill: Space Transports  CRF156T
Crew: 1
Crew Skill: varies
Passengers: 2
Consumables: 3 Months
Cost: 180,000 (new), 56,000 (used)
Cargo Capacity: 20 Tons
Hyperdrive Multiplier: X 1/2
Hyperdrive Backup: X6
Nav Computer: Yes
Space: 8
Atmosphere: 650; 1300 km h
Maneuverability: 3D
Hull: 4D
Shields: 3D
Sensors:
Passive: 20/1D
Scan: 40/2D
Search: 60/3D
Focus: 2/4D
Weapons:
4 * Laser Cannons (Fire Linked)
Fire Arc: Front
Skill: Starship Gunnery
Fire Control: 2D
Space Range: 13/12/25
Atmosphere Range: 100300/1.2/2.5km
Damage: 7D

Capsule: The CRF156T is a descendant of the CRF78,
and although not offering as great a cargo capacity, this ves
sel is a far superior combat vessel. Despite being released
before hand the CRF156T became available after the Battle
of Endor, having been banned by Imperial restrictions, on
what they called 'combat vessels'. Sales of the CRF156T are
monitored by the New Republic, as this vessel seems certain
to attract the attention of those whose activities are some
what nefarious and illegal. A number of CRF156T have ac
tually been put to their named purpose, and act as message
carriers and courier vessels to a number of reputable compa
nies which stops this vessel from becoming a recognizably
criminal vessel.
Addendum Personal General Han Solo
Now that I am seeing these ships, they both look like the
HWK290…
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First let me say that it is an honor to have been picked as
one of the many people getting to talk about the hard work
and dedication that the Corellian Engineering Corporation
has displayed over the years, as a free trader and freighter
captain myself I have been a proud owner of a YT1300 for
some time now and after opening my own shipping company
after the end of the war, I made sure to ‘buy Corellian’ when
it came to outfitting my pilots with the best equipment that
credits could buy. Not enough can be said about the equip
ment used to keep a ship in the air and often times the lay
men has no idea just how much hard work and dedication it
takes to keep a ship going. Finding a good crew is hard work
and making sure that you keep the ship up and running is
even harder…

“My crew is my family away from my family and our
ship is the only home that we can all come back to at the
end of the day. It takes all of us to keep ‘The Ghost’ up in
the air and running, sometimes the jobs are just about
putting food on the table and in our bellies and other
times it’s all about getting some fuel just to get to the next
place. We fight like a family amongst ourselves, but you
had better believe that no one gets to fight one of us with
out drawing the ire of the entire crew. In the end, if all
you do is fight for your own life, then your life is worth
nothing because we’re all in it for the long haul.”
–Hera Syndulla

I had the pleasure of working of working with the Repub
lic in the aftermath of the war, I was angry and upset after
my parents were murdered by the Empire while on a diplo
matic mission to Alderaan. They never got to see the friends
I made or the man I grew up to be. My crew on ‘The Centen
nial Hawk’ became my family and the ship our home, they
went on countless adventures with me, we saw the galaxy
from one side to another and back again and in the end we
all became a part of the universe that we spent so much time
running from. Through them I met my wife and eventually
my kids started playing with their kids and it all had to do
with a crew on a freighter and the adventures we undertook
for General Wayne…
The VCX freighter class was introduced around the time
Kazdan Navarro,
of the Clone Wars and in a way was made famous by mem
Owner of The Centennial Hawk and Navarro Shipping.
bers of a group of fledgling Rebels fighting for the rights of
the little people in the Lothal system. These ships were de
signed fast and strong from the ground up and if you have
ever seen one of them in action, it has a get up and hustle
that makes me envious that I didn’t borrow credits from Bib
Fortuna to buy a VCX100 like my good friend Hera Syn
dulla, although to be honest I never did hear how she
scratched up the credits to get ‘The Ghost’, but she was a
helluva teacher when it came to learning the finer details on
running cargo and flying by the seat of my pants. Even
though I haven’t seen her in years, Hera was a woman of ac
tion and when she spoke her mind she meant what she said. I
couldn’t find any quotes about her ship ‘The Ghost’, but she
did have this to say about what a good crew means to the
captain of freighter…
It isn’t just something as simple as buying a ‘better’ can
non or shield generator, those are things that anyone can get
in any supply house. Sometimes it’s just in the way that a
crew works together in those split second life changing deci
sions that make all the difference. A lot can be said about
what type of cannon to buy or the kind of maneuverability
thruster to install; but at the end of the day if your crew
doesn’t know what it’s doing then all the expensive equip
ment in the universe can and won’t be able to help them
when it comes down to the crucial moment when you need
it.
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vcx-100

light freighter
Craft: Corellian Engineering Corporation VCX100
Light Freighter
Affiliation: General
Era: Dark Times/Force Unleashed
Source: FanmadeModeled by Panzerjedi from 'The
Phantom' in Star Wars: Rebels.
Type: Light transport
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 44 meters
Skill: Space transports: VCX100
Crew: 1 to 3
Crew Skill: Varies
Passengers: 6
Cargo Capacity: 150 metric tons
Consumables: 6 months
Cost: 150,000 (New), 30,000 (Used)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x2
Hyperdrive Backup: x12
Nav Computer: Yes
Maneuverability: 1D+1
Space: 5
Atmosphere: 295; 850 km h
Hull: 5D
Shields: 1D+1
Sensors:
Passive: 10/0D
Scan: 25/1D
Search: 40/2D
Focus: 2/3D
Weapons:
2 Twin Laser Cannons
Fire Arc: 1 Turret, 1 Partial Turret (Front,
Right, Left)
Crew: 1 or Pilot
Skill: Starship gunnery
Fire Control: 2D, (0D when Locked Forward
and Controlled by the Pilot)

Space Range: 13/12/25
Atmosphere Range: 100300/1.2/2.5 km
Damage: 4D
VCX101BUDCompanion Corellian ShortRange
Shuttle
Craft: VCX101BUDCompanion Corellian
ShortRange Shuttle Fighter
Affiliation: General
Era: Dark Times/Force Unleashed
Skill: Space Transports: VCX101Companion
Length: 12 meters
Crew: 1
Passengers: 4
Consumables: 2 weeks
Cost: 30,000 (New), 10,000 (Used) (These shuttles
come as an upgrade to VCX101)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: 
Nav. Computer: No
Cargo Capacity: 600 kilograms
Maneuverability: 2D
Space: 6
Hull: 4D
Shields: 1D
Sensors:
Passive: 10/0D
Scan: 25/1D
Search: 40/2D
Focus: 2/3D
Weapons:
Dual Medium Laser Cannons (firelinked)
Fire Arc: Front
Fire Control: 2D
Space Range: 15/10/17
Damage: 5D
Top Turret Light Laser Cannon
Fire Arc: Turret
Fire Control: 2D (0D when Locked Forward
and Controlled by the Pilot)
Space: 15/10/17
Damage: 3D
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Game Notes: Since this Vessel and its Companion Shut
tle are so easily modified, engineers add a +5 bonus to their
Space Transports Repair skill rolls when performing modifi
cations.
Capsule: Released just after the Clone Wars, the
VCX100 and Its Companion shuttle were the first of the
VCX freighter Line. A return to the extremely easy to mod
ify philosophy of the YTSeries, it was well received. This
light freighter and its companion short range shuttle were
very popular and rugged, intended for long runs in the
outerrim and wild space. Though the small shortrange lan
der was popular enough on its own to merit separate sales,
the combo mother ship/shuttle setup was dropped for later
VCX models. The VCX100's design was versatile enough it
could serve as a trading vessel, scout vessel, or even be con
verted to a military craft or any number of roles...The model
was popular and stayed in production, well after the fall of
the Galactic Empire, even as new VCXSeries models were
released.
Addendum Personal General Han Solo
I’ve never been on a ‘100 before, but my buddy Lando has
and from what he said this thing is pretty comfy, with multi
ple decks and a small shuttle craft for planet hopping if need
be. Looking over the technical specs, I’d say that this little
lady is worth the credits you’d spend to get her…
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vcx-350
freighter

Craft: Corellian Engineering Corporation VCX350
Light Freighter
Affiliation: General
Era: New Republic
Source: Converted Star Wars Gamer 2.
Type: Light freighter
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 31 meters
Skill: Space transports: VCX350
Crew: 2, gunners: 1
Crew Skill: Varies
Passengers: 8
Cargo Capacity: 250 metric tons
Consumables: 6 months
Cost: 300,000 (new), 175,000 (used)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x1
Hyperdrive Backup: x11
Nav Computer: Yes
Maneuverability: 1D+1
Space: 8
Atmosphere: 365; 1,050 km h
Hull: 5D
Shields: 2D
Sensors:
Passive: 10/0D
Scan: 25/1D
Search: 40/2D
Focus: 2/3D
Weapons:
2 Laser Cannons (firelinked)
Fire Arc: Front
Skill: Starship gunnery
Fire Control: 2D
Space Range: 13/12/25
Atmosphere Range: 100300/1.2/2.5 km
Damage: 5D+1

Capsule: The VCX350 light freighter was a Corellian
Engineering Corporation starship in the VCX series intro
duced to the starship market during the transition of power
from the Galactic Empire to the New Republic. Benefiting
from the New Republic's lessintrusive policies toward inde
pendent companies, C.E.C. was able to create a more power
ful freighter; the end result combined lavish staterooms, a
large cargo hold, and heightened performance.
Addendum Personal General Han Solo
I’m seeing more and more of these high priced cargo
ships and wondering just who would be buying them?
Freighter captains, between tariffs, fees and taxes barely
break even so the idea that someone would spend over a
quarter million credits on one of these things just seems a
tad ridiculous.
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vcx-700

4 Light Ion Cannons (firelinked)
Fire Arc: Front
Skill: Starship Gunnery
Fire Control: 1D
Space Range: 13/7/36
Atmosphere Range: 100300/700/3.6km
Damage: 5D

heavy courier

Craft: Corellian Engineering Corporation VCX700
Heavy Courier
Affiliation: General
Era: New Republic
Source: Converted Star Wars Gamer 2
Type: Light Freighter
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 26 meters
Skill: Space Transports: VCX700
Crew: 1+4 gunners
Crew Skill: Varies
Passengers: 6
Cargo Capacity: 5 metric tons
Consumables: 1 month
Cost: 350,000 (new), 250,000 (used)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x1
Hyperdrive Backup: x12
Nav Computer: Yes
Maneuverability: None
Space: 7
Atmosphere: 350; 1000 km/h
Hull: 5D
Shields: 3D
Sensors:
Passive: 10/0D
Scan: 25/1D
Search: 40/2D
Focus: 2/3D
Weapons:
2 Heavy Laser Cannons (firelinked)
Fire Arc: Turret
Skill: Starship Gunnery
Fire Control: 2D
Space Range: 13/12/25
Atmosphere Range: 100300/1.2/2.5km
Damage: 5D+1

1 Autoblaster
Fire Arc: Front
Skill: Starship Gunnery
Fire Control: 4D
Space Range: 13/10/20
Atmosphere Range: 100300/1/2km
Damage: 3D+1
4 Concussion Missile Launchers (firelinked, 2
missiles each)
Fire Arc: Front
Skill: Projectile Weapons: Concussion
Missiles
Fire Control: 1D
Space Range: 1/3/7
Atmosphere Range: 50100/300/700m.
Damage: 9D (each missile)
Capsule: The VCX700 heavy courier was a 26me
terlong armed courier produced by Corellian Engineering
Corporation. Like the rest of the VCX series, the VCX700
was equipped as standard with nearmilitary grade engines,
shields, and weapons. Unlike the earlier VCX350 light
freighter, the VCX700 sacrificed cargo capacity for arma
ment, and was equipped with a dual laser cannon turret, four
ion cannons, an autoblaster, and four concussion missile
launchers. It could only carry 5 tons of cargo, but its strong
armament and heavy armor plating made it wellsuited to
protecting VIP passengers. The VCX700's hull configura
tion superficially resembled the Trade Federation Armored
Assault Tank, with engines mounted above and behind a
hemispherical main hull, while other aspects of the design
resemble the Firesprayclass in its landed configuration, such
as the loading ramp beneath the tail section, the tail mounted
cannon and the top silhouette.
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Addendum Personal General Han Solo
This thing looks a little too much like ‘Slave1’ for my
tastes…
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vcx-760
Craft: Corellian Engineering Corporation VCX760
Affiliation: General
Era: Rise of the Empire
Source: Arbitrary / RandomStar Wars: Rebellion
video game, stats by crmcneill
Type: Scout Gunboat
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 20 meters
Skill: Space Transports: VCX760
Crew: 3 (can coordinate) + 2 gunners
Crew Skill: Skills vary
Passengers: None
Cargo Capacity: 10 metric tons
Consumables: 2 months
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x1
Hyperdrive Backup: x12
Nav Computer: Yes
Maneuverability: 1D
Space: 6
Atmosphere: 330; 950 km h
Hull: 5D
Shields: 2D
Sensors:
Passive 35/1D
Scan 50/2D
Search 75/3D
Focus 5/3D
Weapons:
2 Turbolaser Cannon
Fire Arc: 1 Front/Left, 1 Front/Right (can be
firelinked in the Front arc)
Crew: 1 (pilot or copilot)
Skill: Starship Gunnery
Fire Control: 1D
Space Range: 315/35/75
Atmosphere Range: 300m1.5km/3.5km/7.5km
Damage: 7D

2 Dual Laser Cannon
Fire Arc: Turret (Ventral and Dorsal)
Crew: 1 each
Skill: Starship Gunnery
Fire Control: 3D
Space Range: 13/12/25
Atmosphere Range: 100m300m/1.2km/2.5km
Damage: 5D
2 QuadBlaster Cannon (FireLinked)
Fire Arc: Front
Crew: 1 (pilot or copilot)
Skill: Starship Gunnery
Fire Control: 3D
Space Range: 15/10/17
Atmosphere Range: 100m500m/1km/1.7km
AutoFire: 2D*
Damage: 4D
*Can be applied to Damage or FireControl at Gunner's dis
cretion, must be declared prior to the shot. Can only be
applied to Fire Control at Long Range, and only 1D may be
applied to Damage at Medium Range.

2 Proton Torpedo Launchers (FireLinked)
Fire Arc: Front
Crew: 1 (pilot or copilot)
Skill: Starship Gunnery
Fire Control: 1D
Space Range: 1/3/7
Atmosphere Range: 50m100m/300m/700m
Damage: 9D
Ammo: 16 total (magazine feeds both
launchers)
Capsule: The C.E.C. VCX760 is a potent multirole
combat starship. While not found in Imperial service, it is
popular among system defense forces, as well as some Rebel
units. Its weapon suite is wellbalanced, allowing the ship to
engage targets ranging from airspeeders up to small capital
ships. In addition, its sensor suite allows it to serve as an
armed scout and fleet picket. While it has not entered Al
liance service in great numbers, its popularity is rapidly
growing.
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Addendum Personal General Han Solo
I’ve never seen the ‘760 before today and while I can’t
say that I have ever seen one in action, I can say that it looks
like something out a holo action serial or some kinda game.
There is no way that the C.E.C. could have legally built this
while the war was going on, my belief is that it’s a fantasy
concocted by some starship designer looking to see how
many weapons they could cram into one ship…
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vcx-820

8 Autoblasters (4 groups of 2, fire separately)
Fire Arc: Partial Turrets (front, left, right)
Skill: Starship Gunnery
Fire Control: 4D
Space Range: 13/10/20
Atmosphere Range: 100300/1/2km
Damage: 3D+2

escort freighter
Craft: Corellian Engineering Corporation VCX820
Escort Freighter
Affiliation: General
Era: New Republic
Source: Converted Star Wars Gamer 2
Type: Light Freighter
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 20.2 meters
Skill: Space Transports: VCX820
Crew: 2+6 gunners
Crew Skill: Varies
Passengers: None
Cargo Capacity: 1 metric ton
Consumables: 6 months
Cost: 450,000 (new), 300,000 (used)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x2
Hyperdrive Backup: x12
Nav Computer: Yes
Maneuverability: None
Space: 6
Atmosphere: 330; 950 km/h
Hull: 5D
Shields: 6D
Sensors:
Passive: 20/1D
Scan: 35/1D+1
Search: 80/2D+1
Focus: 2/3D
Weapons:
2 Twin Heavy Laser Cannons (fire separately)
Fire Arc: Turret
Skill: Starship Gunnery
Fire Control: 2D
Space Range: 13/12/25
Atmosphere Range: 100300/1.2/2.5km
Damage: 5D+1

1 Proton Torpedo Launcher (16 torpedoes)
Fire Arc: Front
Skill: Projectile Weapons: Proton Torpedoes
Fire Control: 3D
Space Range: 1/3/7
Atmosphere Range: 50100/300/700m
Damage: 9D
Capsule: The VCX820 escort freighter was a freighter
designed several years before the Yuuzhan Vong War. It was
a heavy, fast, "flying guns"platform. With its 8 autoblasters,
it could easily guard convoys of otherwise defenseless bulk
freighters and commerce craft. Designed with military re
quirements, it was nonetheless reasonably priced on the civil
market. Originally, the VCX820 was designed for the Impe
rial Remnant, but invasion by the Yuuzhan Vong caused
many smugglers and private traders to seek out a vessel that
would allow for protected travel through profitable, yet
highly dangerous, space lanes. As a result of this desire,
many larger tradefirms invested in these vessels, making it
quite common during the hard times of the New Republic.
Addendum Personal General Han Solo
I wish I could get a shield rating like that on the Falcon…
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I was seventeen standard years old when I borrowed the
credits from Talon Karrde to purchase my YT1300 freighter
‘The Century Hawk’; I was full of spit and vinegar and
wanted to show the rest of the galaxy, what I assumed I al
ready knew. That I was the best freighter pilot, this side of
my father, and that in doing so I could finally prove myself
as his daughter and be accepted into his family. I grew up on
Corellia, my mother worked in the bars near the docks and I
would watch and hope that one day dad would come sweep
ing in and that he would take me away from ‘Lowtown’ and
that I would go off with him on his ship, the two of us going
on adventures and staying one step ahead of the Imperials,
CorSec and the local Sector Rangers. Being an outofwed
lock child in a lower income section of Corellia, which runs
rampant with that sort of thing was hard enough; and any
child who goes through that, at some point in their life, will
yearn for the day when the parent(s) they dream of will come
through the doors and rescue them from the life they’ve been
living.
I was no different. My mother wasn’t the greatest role
model in the known galaxy and as mothers go she was actu
ally pretty lousy. Rampant alcoholism and spice addiction
will do that to you I guess. I had just turned eleven and was
running the streets of Lowtown with a gang of kids. We were
down by the Corellian Engineering Corporation repair docks
and I got turned around enough to get lost and when I
rounded a corner I found myself looking through the bay
doors of the repair docks at an Corellian XS Light Freighter.
I have no idea where they had found it, maybe the back of
some junk yard or drifting dead in space, but to my very
young eyes it was the most beautiful thing I had ever seen. In
that instant it represented freedom from a life that I desper
ately wanted to escape from and yet, until that moment I had
never dreamt such a thing was possible. I learned everything
I could about the XS freighter class dreaming that one day I
would own one and prove myself worthy of being called a
freighter pilot.

again I was eleven standard years old. I started studying that
day and pestering all the local pilots my mother was friendly
with and it didn’t take long before I was helping load cargo
or working on ships and with some hard work and studying I
became a decent enough pilot that when mother died I was
able to strike out on my own. In the end it was the outlawed
words of Bravis Halcyon that spurred me into action.
“Be daring, be different, be impractical, be anything
that will assert integrity of purpose and imaginative vi
sion against the playitsafers, the creatures of the com
monplace, the slaves of the ordinary, and in the end if
you are brave in all your endeavors then the Force will
come to your aid, always.”
–Bravis Halcyon
A few years after I left Corellia I met the man I thought
was my father and I got up enough nerve to talk to him,
thanks in part to a very friendly Wookiee. A simple conver
sation and ten minutes in a medcenter proved that we were
relatives, but not father and daughter. As it turned out that
honor fell to his older cousin, who is noted for his startling
resemblance to the one time smuggler turned war hero gen
eral…

Designed by Bravis Halcyon, the XS freighter was
eightyeight meters in length and one hundred and one me
ters wide, huge when you compare it to a standard Yt1300
although I have heard those figures disputed I can tell you
that the one I saw all those years ago was gigantic, but then
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Danielle Kieran,
‘Free trader’ and proud owner of The Century Hawk.

xs

Fire Arc: Front
Fire Rate: 1/2
Fire Control: 1D
Space: 12/4/7
Atmosphere Range: 25200/400/700m
Damage: 7D

light freighter
Craft: Corellian Engineering Corp. XS Light Freighter
Affiliation: General
Era: Old Republic
Source: Fanmade/InferredStats based on Star Wars
the Old Republic MMO.
Type: Light Freighter
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 27 Meters
Skill: Space Transports: XS Light Freighter
Crew: 2; skeleton 1/+10
Passengers: 6
Consumables: 3 Months
Cargo Capacity: 80 Tons
Hyperdrive Multiplier: X2.5
Hyperdrive Backup: X25
Nav Computer: Yes
Space: 5
Atmosphere: 250; 850 km h
Maneuverability: 2D
Hull: 4D
Shields: 1D
Sensors:
Passive: 10/1D
Scan: 25/1D+2
Search: 40/2D
Focus: 2/3D
Weapons:
2 x Twin Laser Cannon Turrets
Scale: Starfighter
Fire Arc: Turret
Fire Control: 2D
Space: 15/8/20
Atmosphere Range: 100500/800/2km
Damage: 4D

Capsule: The classic Freighter has advanced by leaps and
bounds since the Dynamicclass Freighters from the days of
the Jedi Civil War. The freighter is larger and more versatile
than its predecessors, and the XS Freighter model also fea
tures a variety of significant upgrades that make it one of the
fastest and most nimble ships in the galaxy. In addition to an
enlarged cargo hold, the XS also has secret compartments
throughout the ship for transporting contraband and anything
else the captain would prefer to keep hidden. If the captain
prefers to simply avoid being boarded, the XS has proven it
self to be fully capable. In addition to the standard laser and
torpedo batteries, the starship is designed with upper and
lower turrets that can be controlled manually or remotely
from the cockpit. Captains of these freighters typically live
on board, so the XS Freighter has all the creature comforts
anyone could ask for, from a recreational lounge to extra
sleeping quarters. It’s no wonder that it inspires such loyalty
in its owners.
Addendum Personal General Han Solo
I’ve seen TriD holopic of these and I’ve even seen a
couple of them restored to functional use, you can see where
the ‘1300 got its start from and if the Falcon hadn’t come
my way, it might have been a restored XS freighter for me…

Torpedo Battery
Scale: Starfighter
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xs-800

light freighter
Craft: Corellian Engineering Corp. XS800 Light
Freighter
Affiliation: General
Era: Rebellion
Source: Stock Ships (pages 2123)
Type: Light freighter
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 30.2 meters
Skill: Space transports: XS800
Crew: 1 to 2 (can coordinate)
Passengers: 8
Cargo Capacity: 115 metric tons
Consumables: 2 months
Cost: 37,500 (new)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x3
Hyperdrive Backup: x15
Nav Computer: Yes
Maneuverability: 2D
Space: 6
Atmosphere: 330; 950 km h
Hull: 3D
Shields: 1D+2
Sensors:
Passive: 15/0D
Scan: 30/1D
Search: 50/3D
Focus: 2/4D
Weapons:
Double Laser Cannon (fire linked)
Fire Arc: Front
Crew: 1
Skill: Starship gunnery
Fire Control: 2D
Space Range: 13/12/25
Atmosphere Range: 100300/1.2/2.5 km
Damage: 4D

Capsule: The biggest advantage of this ship was the pas
sengers' comfort. Personal refresher stations, independent
climate control for each quarters, and foldout bunks made it
a very comfortable ship for long journeys. Two escape pods
capable of each seating five people are equipped on the
XS800. Also, the cockpit was designed to separate from the
ship and land on a planet when there was no other way to
rescue passengers and crew. Safety was also guaranteed by
its double laser cannon. It was a very successful craft, but
not as popular as other Corellian Engineering Corporation
ships, like the CR90 corvette.
Addendum Personal General Han Solo
I like that one of the big selling points on the ‘minivette’,
which is what Chewie and I took to calling these, is that it
has personal refresher stations…
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Back before the universe had ever heard of ‘Han Solo,
War Hero,’ he was just ‘Han Solo, smuggler’ and to be more
than a little frank about the matter, he ain’t no different than
me. Oh sure he has a lifedebted Wookiee companion to run
around with and ‘the fastest hunk of junk in all the galaxy’ to
fly in, but you know what I say?
Big damn deal.

materials.
“Both the YB and YC freighters are utilizing existing
ship designs in an effort to create customer marketplace
comfort for the savvy and wise purchaser willing to forgo
the standard fare and look for something just a tad…dif
ferent. Both come with standard three million light year
warranty packages on all parts and repairs, assuming of
course that the owner doesn’t violate the warranty by do
ing something that could be construed as illegal by local,
sector or galactic lawenforcement.”
–Phre’tac Spren,
public relations official for the
Corellian Engineering Corporation.

I’ll give it to you straight and honest; Solo has got more
luck than any man I have ever met in my life. Not only does
he win the ship of his dreams in a card game, he won the
money to fix her up and got a girl on his arm that most men
would sell their ships to have. He gets the big time publish
ing contract to give his personal seal of approval to all of
these ships and what do I get? A section with two ships that
no one has ever heard of before, the least he could have done
So there you have my input on this masterpiece and I plan
was invited me to make commentary on the YT2400, do I to collect my credits and go drink myself blind. I hope Solo
even get that?
chokes on his…
No.
So let me give you some insight into these two ships that I
know nothing about, have no personal interest in and have
never seen before. I sat down to write out this introduction,
for which I am getting the princely (or is it, princessly, in the
case of Solo being involved…) sum of five hundred credits.
So I’m thinking that you should probably get your credits
worth for my hard work slaving on this catalog at the key
board in a twofingered typing style last seen during my days
in the Imperial Academy long, long ago, back when the fam
ilies name actually meant something.
I know nothing about either ship, other than to say
that one looks like a slightly redesigned Corellian Corvette
and how that one didn’t get included in the ‘Bulk freighters’
chapter I’ll never know and the other looks suspiciously like
a droid transport vessel circa the blockade of Naboo. Al
though in the case of that one, it would be fairly obvious to
me why no one threw much of a fuss about their design be
ing stolen, since they were the losing droid army…I was
able to get up an archival quote about the ships that points to
a decent litigator droid having a case against the Corellian
Engineering Corporation for infringing upon trademarked
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Dash Rendar,
Proud owner of the Outrider and Outrunner

transport companies to use. However it has made a success
ful life in the second hand market where it makes a large and
comfortable living for the captain who buys a used YB300
rather than a newer light freighter. With plenty of room for
modifications, and a large hold to hide smuggling compart
ments within, many of these vessels now find themselves op
erating as the ships of smugglers and pirates.

yb-300
freighter

Craft: Corellian Engineering Corporation YB300
Heavy Freighter
Affiliation: General (private, corporations)
Era: Rise of the Empire
Source: Arbitrary / RandomHomemade and appears
to originate from RPGGAMER.org
Type: heavy Freighter
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 75 meters
Skill: Space transports: YB300
Crew: 2 Skeleton: 1/+10
Crew Skill: Varies widely
Passengers: 4
Cargo Capacity: 1200 metric tons
Consumables: 6 months
Cost: 60,000 (used)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x2
Hyperdrive Backup: None
Nav Computer: Yes
Maneuverability: 1D
Space: 5
Atmosphere: 260; 750 km h
Hull: 4D+2
Shields: 2D
Sensors:
Passive: 25/1D
Scan: 50/2D
Search: 65/3D
Focus: 3/4D
Weapons:
None

Addendum Personal General Han Solo
No backup hyperdrive or weapons puts the owner in the
position of having to pay for upgrades on a ship that you’re
gonna have to scrounge parts for and that are no longer be
ing made to begin with. Yeah, the cargo capacity is nice, but
with all the credits, you’d have to put into upgrades.

Capsule: The YB300 is a heavy freighter designed to fill
the gap between the smaller YT series of freighter, and the
larger bulk freighters transport ships. This design of vessel
sold only moderately well, with it being too large and expen
sive for owner captains to buy, but too small for the bulk
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yc-1200
personnel
transport

Type: Corellian Engineering Corporation YC1200
Personnel Transport
Affiliation: General
Era: Rise of the Empire, Rebellion
Source: Arbitrary / RandomHomemade and appears
to originate from RPGGAMER.org
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 18m
Skill: Space Transports  YC1200
Crew: 1
Crew Skill: varies
Passengers: 11
Consumables: 1 Month
Cargo Capacity: 20 Tons
Cost: 22,000 (used)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: X2
Hyperdrive Backup: None
Nav Computer: Yes
Space: 5
Atmosphere: 520; 900 km h
Maneuverability: 2D
Hull: 4D
Shields: 2D
Sensors:
Passive: 25/0D
Scan: 50/1D
Search: 75/2D
Focus: 2/2D+2
Weapons:
Light Laser Cannon
Fire Arc: Front
Skill: Starship Gunnery
Fire Control: 2D
Space Range: 13/15/25
Atmosphere Range: 100300/1.5/2.5km

Damage: 3D
Capsule: The YC1200 is a personnel shuttle, designed to
transport a few passengers from place to place much in the
same way as the Lambda class shuttle does for the Empire.
The YC1200 was produced during the final years of the Old
Republic, and was bought in droves by the Old Republic it
self for transporting tax inspectors and other officials be
tween member worlds, chosen for this role because of its
good speed and ability to defend itself. YC1200's are now
rarely seen due to their small cargo hold and poor weaponry
compared to newer vessels, C.E.C. has ceased production al
though the vessel shares parts with the YT series of trans
ports so the remaining examples of this vessel are generally
well maintained and operational.
Addendum Personal General Han Solo
“Small cargo hold and poor weaponry compared to
newer vessels.” That says it all…
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Not a lot gets said about space exploration and I think that
a lot of that has to do with the fact that for the most part, we
have explored the known galaxy and got to a point where we
just don’t want to go any further. I’m not sure if that is more
out of fear of what might be out there or the current limita
tions of our technology. To be afraid of the unknown and un
willing to explore further is to give into some foreboding
trepidation of what may lay beyond the known galaxy and on
that path there can be no advancement of our explorative na
ture, no broadening of our horizons, only stunted growth…
Ultimately a sense of the unknown has always moved soci
eties to leave their own planets and to push themselves out
into the great expanse in exploration of what is beyond their
own horizons. The greatest unknown, as it stands now, is the
‘Unknown Regions’ and yet all civilizations have that over
whelming need to go off and explore, to find out what is
around the next corner and beyond their own borders, it’s a
part of our being and moral fiber that pushes us, but at the
same time fear of what we might find gives us pause and
second thoughts about which way to go next.
If I had given into fear all those years ago, I would never
have left Corellia or the Academy. I would never have
walked the sandy dunes of Tatooine or wandered the back al
leys of ‘Smugglers Run’. Instead I would have forever
stayed on Corellia with my head buried in a dataterminal
avoiding life and running from the need to go off and ex
plore. It saddens me that of all the exploration vehicles that
the Corellian Engineering Corporation has created, these are
the only two still being produced and that the Outbound
Flight Project was abandoned because of one failure is to me
a tremendous loss for the collective society who dreamt of
all that could have been found and still yet waits for us to
find whatever it might be in the unknown regions...

the Republic had not yet touched on.
“Life is forever dying to be born anew and refreshed,
forever young and eager in the chase to find new paths
and horizons to explore, all beings will stand upon their
own planets at some point as a youngling might upon a
hillside, and stretch out their limbs to reach out and at
tempt to touch the stars above them. This is a collective
dream that we all share, one that spurs us from thought
to movement and action for inevitably we all are in the
sluiceway of life gathered together, the difference is that
some of us are looking to stars and waiting to be
moved…”
–Ilheim Crickhollow
Simply, but moving words, said by a man whose dream is
dying. But it doesn’t have to, take this moment now and put
digits to datapads and communicate with the Corellian Engi
neering Corporation letting them know that you’re for fur
ther exploration of the Unknown Regions. Don’t let another
moment pass without speaking your mind and telling them
how you feel about the matter. We must continue to explore
and to bravely go where we have never been before, seeking
out new lifeforms no matter what they look like, to reach
new civilizations and horizons or we are doomed to remain
here, stunted and not growing, repeating the same history
over and over again.
BoShek,
Space explorer, free trader and proud owner of
The Infinity

Simply put the YGvessels were designed for deep space
explorations, allowing us to travel to regions formerly un
known and to seek out life that is strange and exciting, to
make new friends and meet civilizations that would greet us
with open arms. With large caches of consumables and supe
rior life support systems these ships were specifically de
signed to reach out into the heavens above and beyond our
normal boarders. They were designed by Ilheim Crickhol
low, whose dream it was to explore the areas of space that
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yg-750
transport

Type: Corellian Engineering Corporation YG750
Space Transport
Affiliation: General
Era: Rise of the Empire, Rebellion
Source: Arbitrary / RandomHomemade and appears
to originate from RPGGAMER.org
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 25m
Skill: Space Transports  YG750
Crew: 1
Crew Skill: varies
Passengers: 2
Consumables: 4 Months
Cargo Capacity: 90 Tons
Cost: 23,000 (used)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: X2
Hyperdrive Backup: NA
Nav Computer: Yes
Space: 4
Atmosphere: 480; 800 km h
Maneuverability: 2D
Hull: 4D
Shields: 1D
Sensors:
Passive: 25/0D
Scan: 45/1D
Search: 65/2D
Focus: 2/3D
Weapons:
Twin Heavy Laser Cannons
Fire Arc: Turret
Skill: Starship Gunnery
Fire Control: 2D
Space Range: 13/15/25
Atmosphere Range: 100300/1.5/2.5km
Damage: 6D

Capsule: The YG series of light freighters was designed
to be smaller vessels than the YT series, and more modifi
able into combat vessels, the YG750 for instance come
ready for outfitting for missile launchers and changes into a
patrol and assault craft. This marketing however was even
more squarely aimed at the pirate market than the YT series,
and the YG range was retired from production after heavy
pressure from the Empire. The YG750 is however a per
fectly serviceable cargo vessel, and although a little small,
especially once better engines and shields have been fitted,
the ship has a record of reliability that makes it a worthwhile
investment for any starting out freighter captain.
Addendum Personal General Han Solo
This looks like something out of one of my kid’s TriD
hologames…
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yg-4210

Addendum Personal General Han Solo
No backup drive, weapons or shields…trade in some of
the living quarter space for cargo capacity and do some up
grades and this might not be a bad little ship…

transport

Craft: Corellian YG4210 Transport
Affiliation: General
Era: Old Republic
Source: Converted Star Wars Gamer 2
Type: Exploration freighter
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 24 meters
Skill: Space transports: YG4210
Crew: 1, gunners: 2
Crew Skill: Varies widely
Passengers: 12
Cargo Capacity: 25 metric tons
Consumables: 1 year
Cost: 40,000 (used)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x3
Nav Computer: Yes
Maneuverability: 1D
Space: 3
Atmosphere: 260; 750 km h
Hull: 4D
Sensors:
Passive: 10/+1
Scan: 25/1D
Search: 40/2D
Focus: 2/3D
Weapons:
None
Capsule: The YG4210 light freighter, built by the Corel
lian Engineering Corporation, was a very old ship model,
predating the famous YT series by several decades. De
signed specifically for space exploration rather than combat,
the freighter was originally unarmed. However, after cen
turies of serving, most likely none of them matched the orig
inal specifications. Weapons such as blasters, ion cannons
and concussion missiles were common in these modified ve
hicles.
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Freighters are not really my specialty, to be real honest
about the matter; I was always more of a Starfighter kind of
guy. I got into lawenforcement during my days when I lived
on Corellia joining CorSec and eventually worked my way
up through the ranks like my father, the infamous Hal Horn,
who always told me being CorSec meant having blood, guts
and determination. As you can imagine it wasn’t easy being
the son of Hal Horn. We lived near the edge of Lowtown and
I made friends no matter where I went, but as soon as they
heard I was the son of Hal Horn, well…things took a change
in the friendship real fast and dirty.

force. The YL, YR and YU freighter lines were designed
by a Drall named Dr. Insmooth Archam and while I can’t
seem to find out much about him, suppression of Drall
achievements during the height of the Empire wasn’t that un
common, I was able to track down a quote about the lines
that I thought I would mention here.
“My message is simply to have the courage to think
differently, courage to invent, to traverse the unexplored,
courage to discover the impossible and to conquer the
problems and succeed. These are great qualities that
must be worked towards. Do not go where the path may
lead, go instead where there is no path and create a jour
ney. For I believe that everything that we undertake is
put in our path for a purpose. If you're willing to pay at
tention to the lessons we learn in life, trust in the Force
and not be afraid to take risks, then we will have made
out on paths and undertaken our own journeys.”
–Dr. Insmooth Archam

I wanted to be a pilot, every youngling that grows up run
ning the streets of Corellia wants to be a pilot and I was cer
tainly no different than the other half a million or so children
my age at the time. My mother wanted me to pursue some
sort of career in art, maybe as a curator or as a critique per 
haps even as an artist. There was just one small problem,
while I can tell you who all the great Corellian artists are and
from what time span they lived during the age of the Repub
lic, I have no aptitude for art whatsoever. I love it, but my
In closing, I do have to agree with General Solo, I have no
stick figures look like Wookies set on fire. So with my art
career as nothing more than a figment of my mother’s imagi idea how you get the cargo down off of the YR650…
nation. I made the decision when I was ten standard years
Corran Horn,
old that I wanted to go off and join the Imperial Academy to
become a TIE pilot. Of course not knowing anything about
Colonel in the Republic Navy and heroic pilot in
why this might have been a bad idea, I had no understanding
Rogue Squadron.
why my father had a meltdown over the decision. For those
of you who have never met him, let me just give you some
quick facts.
He was a highly respected commander at CorSec and
when he gave an order, he didn’t expect you to question it;
he expected you to complete the order as it was given. There
was no arguing about the matter and anything I might have
tried to say would only have landed me in real trouble. How
ever as a concession on the matter, my mother talked him
into getting my piloting lessons on the condition that I
picked a career of their choosing. Not wanting to be stuck as
an art critic or museum set designer of some sort, I chose to
follow my father into law enforcement thinking that one day
I could work my way up to the Planetary Defense Corps and
be able to fly fighters. Instead I scored high enough coming
out the CorSec Academy and was shunted into the Security
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yl-2200

light freighter
Craft: Corellian Engineering Corporation YL2200
Affiliation: General
Era: Rise of the Empire
Source: Galaxy Guide 3 – The Empire Strikes Back
(page 88)
Type: Stock light freighter
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 28.2 meters
Skill: Space transports: YL2200
Crew: 1 (1 can coordinate), gunners: 1
Passengers: 6
Cargo Capacity: 100 metric tons
Consumables: 2 months
Cost: 100,000 (new), 25,000 (used)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x2
Hyperdrive Backup: x12
Nav Computer: Yes
Space: 4
Atmosphere: 480; 800 km h
Hull: 4D
Shields: 1D
Sensors:
Passive: 10/0D
Scan: 25/1D
Search: 40/2D
Focus: 2/3D
Weapons:
2 Laser Cannons
Fire Arc: Turret
Crew: 1
Skill: Starship gunnery
Fire Control: 2D
Space Range: 13/12/25
Atmosphere Range: 100300/1.2/2.5 km
Damage: 4D

Capsule: The YL2200 light freighter was a light freigh
ter on the market around the time of the Battle of Hoth. It is
known that the Rebellion made use of this craft. It required a
crew of only one pilot, as well as a single gunner, and could
transport six passengers. The YL2200 could carry 100 met
ric tons of cargo. They cost 100,000 credits to buy new, and
only 25,000 credits used. The YL2200 could reach speeds
of eight hundred kilometers an hour in atmosphere, and had
a Class 2 hyperdrive, with a Class 12 backup. The vessels
had a navigation computer and deflector shield generator in
stalled, along with two laser cannons mounted on turrets.
Addendum Personal General Han Solo
I saw one of these during the battle of Hoth; you don’t
seem them around much and the least that I can say about it
is that it’s a functional enough ship, even if it has an odd
shaped fuselage.
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yr-650

itself. YR650's are less common than many other cargo
haulers due to their small size, and the corresponding small
value of the cargo it can haul. The few that ply the space
lanes are reliable and well liked vessels, which remain in
production even though C.E.C. has been disappointed with
their sales.

Type: Corellian Engineering Corporation YR650
Cargo Hauler
Affiliation: General
Era: Rise of the Empire, Rebellion
Source: Arbitrary / RandomHomemade and appears
to originate from RPGGAMER.org
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 21.2m
Skill: Space Transports  YR650
Crew: 1
Crew Skill: varies
Passengers: 4
Consumables: 6 Months
Cargo Capacity: 20 Tons
Cost: 145,000 (new); 24,000 (used)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: X3
Hyperdrive Backup: no
Nav Computer: Yes
Space: 4
Atmosphere: 450; 800 km h
Maneuverability: 1D
Hull: 4D
Sensors:
Passive: 18/0D
Scan: 36/1D
Search: 54/2D
Focus: 2/3D
Weapons:
None

Addendum Personal General Han Solo
Baay Shfat, what the hell is that thing? And how do you
get the cargo pod down off the roof once you land?

cargo hauler

Capsule: The YR650 is a cargo hauler, designed with
upper cargo clamps which lock onto cargo pods of up to
1000 tons capacity, conceived to fill the gap between the YT
series of transports and the larger bulk transports. Although
it is less capable than many other bulk transports and cargo
haulers, the YR650 is far more affordable, with its small in
ternal cargo hold capable of handling some modifications
while retaining the external cargo pods for transporting cargo
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large for a light freighter, and could carry a fairly impressive
250 metric tons of cargo. It was also well armed, with four
double laser cannon turrets, mounted on the upper and lower
hull, these advantages came at a price, as the YU410 was
relatively slow and had very poor maneuverability. As part
of costcutting, it was equipped with smaller than normal en
gines that led to a low maximum speed and reduced maneu
verability. Like most C.E.C. designs, it was easily repaired
and modified. The large cargo space was often converted in
opulent living quarters, making the YU410 into a mobile
base of operations.

yu-410

Craft: Corellian Engineering Corporation YU410
Light Freighter
Affiliation: General
Era: Old Republic
Source: Converted Star Wars Gamer 2
Type: Light Freighter
Addendum Personal General Han Solo
Scale: Starfighter
Add some shields and maneuverability thrusters and this
Length: 44 meters
is a decent cargo ship…
Skill: Space Transports: YU410
Crew: 4+4 gunners
Crew Skill: Varies
Passengers: 12
Cargo Capacity: 250 metric tons
Consumables: 2 months
Cost: 200,000 (new), 80,000 (used)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x2
Hyperdrive Backup: x12
Nav Computer: Yes
Maneuverability: 0D
Space: 4
Atmosphere: 280; 800 km/h
Hull: 4D+2
Shields: None
Sensors:
Passive: 10/0D
Scan: 25/1D
Search: 40/2D
Focus: 2/3D
Weapons:
4 Double Laser Cannons (fire separately)
Fire Arc: 2 in turrets, 2 in partial turrets (front
right, and front left)
Skill: Starship Gunnery
Fire Control: 3D
Space Range: 13/12/25
Atmosphere Range: 100300/1.2/2.5km
Damage: 5D
Capsule: At 44 meters long, the YU410 was relatively
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It all started with Han Solo.

out and eventually the cybernetics removed and settled down
with a nice girl from named Manaroo on a backwater planet
named Tatooine. She got me into some therapy and after a
long time I was able to let go of most of the anger and hatred
towards Solo, I even once helped his kids with something
they were up to. So since I am getting a few credits to talk
about the Corellian Engineering Corporations couple of
scout ships, I figured I’d drop in my opinion on the matter.

I had already been an established bounty hunter with a de
cent reputation when I got into swoop racing, in retrospect I
was always looking for bigger and better challenges and hav
ing already mastered the professional circuit on Corellia, I
decided to take on the private circuit. It was higher stakes
and faster swoops without all the regulations and safety re
quirements that come with the professional circuit; that is to
say it was ran by Hutts, Jabba specifically, and I was looking
“I’ve actually owned both at various points in my ca
to find be thrills, yet another pretty girl and some credits to reer as a bounty hunter and while I enjoyed the YSS01
make ends meet.
for its superior shield strength, the JM5000 is a far bet
ter craft with more engine power and while the maneu
So there I was on Agrilat when I heard about this hot shot verability thrusters aren’t as good it suited my needs per
racer named ‘Solo’. Now to be honest it might have been be
fectly. In terms of space the commentary made by Han
fore the Kessel Run he is always bragging about, but I
Solo is correct, the YSS model is bigger with more space,
couldn’t tell you and honestly don’t give a womp rat’s back
side. So there we were on Agrilat, at the Crystal Swamp but the JM5000 allows you to handle your…acquisi
course, and I get a good look at this kid and figure that I can tions…a lot easier. Weapon modifications made at the
take him in the race, score big and walk off with the credits. sacrifice of cargo space make the JM5000 a truly deadly
It seemed to me that as much as he ran off at the mouth that threat to behold…”
Dengar,
he was just all talk and y’know the saying about ‘credits talk
Corellian bounty hunter and proud owner of
and bantha poodoo walks, right? So I figure that it’s easy,
peasy Hapanesey…right?
The Punishing One
Wrong.
I’m gonna admit something here, something that I never
admitted before now either in print, on the Holonet or to an
other living being. This is something that took me years to
come to and realize, but here it is.
While I was injured in the race and Han Solo was there, it
was entirely my fault. I saw him coming up behind me and
he gunned his engine off of a mound of crystals making this
six meter leap into the air and I just knew that if I gunned the
engine that I could get ahead of him. But I didn’t. Instead I
was caught in the backwash of his engine setting myself on
fire when he all but landed on top of me, the look of horror
on his face as he fought to break the swoops apart as I
screamed in agony is something that I will never forget. I
spent a lot of years hating him and wanting to kill Solo,
which I am told is not something that is all that uncommon if
you know him for long enough…I got my life straightened
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jm-5000
long range
scout

Craft: Corellian Engineering JumpMaster 5000
Affiliation: General
Era: Rise of the Empire, Rebellion
Source: ConvertedEdge of the Empire p.256
Type: Scout Ship
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 20.1 meters
Skill: Space Transports: JumpMaster 5000
Crew: 1 Pilot/Gunner
Crew Skill: Skills vary widely.
Passengers: 1
Cargo Capacity: 50 metric tons
Consumables: 2 months
Cost: 155,000(new), 45,000 (used)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x3
Hyperdrive Backup: x15
Nav Computer: Yes
Maneuverability: 1D+2
Space: 8
Atmosphere: 415; 1,200 km h
Hull: 4D
Shields: 1D
Sensors:
Passive: 30/0D
Scan: 50/1D
Search: 75/2D
Focus: 5/3D
Weapons:
2 Light Laser Cannon (firelinked)
Fire Arc: Turret
Skill: Starship gunnery
Fire Control: 2D
Space Range: 13/12/25
Atmosphere Range: 100300/1.2/2.5 km
Damage: 4D+2

Capsule: Corellian Engineering's JumpMasterclass long
range scouts are small, oneperson vessels designed for
longrange scouting and reconnaissance. Relatively fast and
agile, JumpMaster have a flat, roughly crescentshaped hull
packed with the ship's powerful and sensitive sensor sys
tems. An offset, cylindrical pod located to starboard of the
ship's centerline houses the cockpit, the pilot's small and
spartan quarters, and the ship's power generators and drive
system. Lightly armored and carrying only a twin light laser
cannon, JumpMasters rely on their speed and sensors to
avoid trouble. JumpMasters serve in many planetary mili
taries as picket ships and early warning patrol craft within
star systems. Their primary use, however, is the galaxy's
Civilian Astrogation Corps, the volunteer group of explorers,
astrogators, and cartographers responsible for keeping hyper
space navigation charts up to date.
Addendum Personal General Han Solo
The ‘5000 isn’t a bad ship, but hardly useable as a cargo
hauler, yeah it has a fifty ton capacity, but if you’ve ever
been inside one you’d know it’s as spacious as my
brotherinlaw’s older speeder on Tatooine…
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jss-01
scout

Type: Corellian Engineering Corporation YSS01
Deep Space Scout
Affiliation: General
Era: Rise of the Empire, Rebellion
Source: Arbitrary / RandomHomemade and appears
to originate from RPGGAMER.org
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 19m
Skill: Space Transports  YSS01
Crew: 1
Crew Skill: varies
Passengers: 3
Consumables: 2 Years
Cost: 120,000 (new), 33,000 (used)
Cargo Capacity: 40 Tons
Hyperdrive Multiplier: X1
Hyperdrive Backup: X8
Nav Computer: Yes
Space: 4
Atmosphere: 480; 800 km h
Maneuverability: 2D+1
Hull: 5D
Shields: 2D
Sensors:
Passive: 30/0D+2
Scan: 55/1D+1
Search: 80/2D+2
Focus: 3/3D+2
Weapons:
Twin Laser Cannons (firelinked)
Fire Arc: Front
Skill: Starship Gunnery
Fire Control: 2D
Space Range: 13/12/25
Atmosphere Range: 100300/1.2/2.5km
Damage: 6D

Capsule: The YSS01 scout was an attempt by the Corel
lian Engineering Corporation to enter the lucrative scout ship
market, and although the vessel was not much more than a
modified light freighter, it still met with moderate success,
but not enough to merit a follow up. The YSS01 has a set of
powerful sensors, and a good hyperdrive while maintaining
enough spare room for modifications to its sublight drive.
While sharing features with the successful YT series of
freighters, the YSS01 is much smaller, actually coming out
not much larger than some heavy fighters, which has led to
some secondary market success as a shuttle.
Addendum Personal General Han Solo
The ’01 doesn’t look half bad as far as specs go; I’d like
to see what the deckplan looks like…
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I really don’t know General Solo all that well, while he
was running around as a smuggler long, long ago I was
working my way up through the ranks as a bounty hunter out
on the outer rim territories in hot spot touristy exotic loca
tions like Kilkebacin and Tatooine. We met over a the cards
of a Sabacc game that Lando Calrissian was running out of
the backroom of some Nar Shaddaa eatery that he had a sort
of vested interest in. I’m not sure if Lando was the owner, a
partial owner or if someone just owed him a favor. But there
we were and by we I mean Solo, Lando, Rik Duel, myself
and Salla Zend playing Sabacc, my pal Trep Winters was
drinking Corellian ale with Chewbacca while trying to learn
Shyriiwook and you can imagine how well something like
that went…
The game went well and we all had a lot of fun until Salla
threw the flaming green vanarx in Rik Duel’s lap after he
made a less the sociable suggest about she could sit at the ta
ble. Personally I think that Rik had a few too many Corellian
ales and was playing well out of his league, but who am I to
say? The game came to an end when Chewbacca threw Rik
out of the back room and into an adjacent alley and that
pretty much covers how I met Han Solo years and years ago.
Now as a freighter captain and eventually a ‘free trader’,
which turned out to be more profitable than bounty hunting,
I managed to get my hands on the one of the YT1300 Nerf
works droid freighters and after some tinkering around her
personality matrix finally revealed itself during a particularly
dangerous space battle. I’m glad I have Kierra, don’t get me
wrong, but the idea of a droid brain slaved into a ship, if not
monitored and maintained correctly, can be extremely dan
gerous. Which is of course why the Nerfworks was shut
down…But I’m not here to talk to you about the Nerfworks,
I’m here to talk to you about the YVfreighter line.

ships caused the cancellation of the line altogether. The ships
were designed by the late Kowen Ctesphens, and his disap
pearance from public life makes me wonder who exactly he
made so angry or if the Imperials were somehow behind his
disappearance. Regardless, here are a few words from the
man about the failure of the YVseries to find its place in the
market…
“The failure of the YVseries doesn’t come as much of
a surprise to me, due to internal bickering, a lack of
Holonet sales ads and governmental interference I just
knew that we would never find our place on the market.
This is extremely sad, due in part to the stagnant nature
in which the C.E.C. has been run over the last two hun
dred years of operation. We could have blown the dust
off of this place and aired it out a little bit and instead I
am being forced to resign, due to a lack of ‘productivity’,
funny how that works after I worked diligently develop
ing eight freighters for the C.E.C….”
–Kowen Ctesphens.
Powerful words about how the C.E.C. has treated some
of the people that worked for them…

The YVfreighter was supposed to replace the YTline al
lowing them to be phased out and for a new niche market to
be discovered for the Corellian Engineering Corporation to
plunder for untold riches. Sadly the line of ships failed mis
erably due to a number of design flaws or so I am told. When
the sales numbers started coming in, someone got the bright
idea of putting a disc shaped pod on some of the later mod
els, but by then it was too late and the sales of the previous
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Thaddeus Ross,
‘Free Trader’ and proud owner of The Kierra.

yv-100

Fire Arc: Front
Skill: Starship gunnery
Fire Control: 2D
Space Range: 13/12/25
Atmosphere Range: 100300/1.2/2.5 km
Damage: 5D+1

light freighter
Craft: Corellian Engineering Corporation YV100
Affiliation: General
Era: Rise of the Empire
Source: Converted Star Wars Gamer 2
Type: Light freighter
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 46.5 meters
Skill: Space transports: YV100
Crew: 2
Crew Skill: Varies
Passengers: 10
Cargo Capacity: 150 metric tons
Consumables: 6 months
Cost: 150,000 (new), 50,000 (used)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x3
Hyperdrive Backup: x12
Nav Computer: Yes
Maneuverability: 1D
Space: 6
Atmosphere: 330; 950 km h
Hull: 5D
Shields: 1D
Sensors:
Passive: 10/0D
Scan: 25/1D
Search: 40/2D
Focus: 2/3D
Weapons:
2 Blaster Cannons (firelinked)
Fire Arc: Partial Turret (front, right, left)
Skill: Starship gunnery
Fire Control: 2D
Space Range: 13/12/25
Atmosphere Range: 100300/1.2/2.5 km
Damage: 4D+1

Capsule: The YV100 light freighter was the first of the
Corellian Engineering Corporation's YV series starships re
leased in the era surrounding the rise of the Galactic Empire.
Its 46.5meterlong frame housed enough room to hold 150
cubic meters of cargo, as well as other vital starship systems,
including the Hyperdrive, weaponry, and living arrange
ments. On the exterior, the ship resembled C.E.C.'s YT se
ries line in the rear portion—this design feature was due to
the influence of the popular YT series already on the market
which the designers brought along. The body also featured a
long, slender forward portion—a feature that would become
trademark to the future ships of the YV series.
Addendum Personal General Han Solo
Wellarmed, decent cargo, maneuverability and shields
and at a reasonable price. This one isn’t half bad…Other
than being HUGE, this one isn’t too bad.

2 Laser Cannons (firelinked)
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yv-260
transport

Craft: Corellian Engineering Corporation YV260
Transport
Affiliation: General
Era: Rebellion
Source: ConvertedTempest Feud (page 125)
Type: Light freighter
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 41.5 meters
Skill: Space transports: YV260
Crew: 2, gunners: 2, skeleton: 1/+5
Crew skill: Varies widely
Passengers: 8
Cargo Capacity: 140 metric tons
Consumables: 3 months
Cost: 140,000 (new), 83,000 (used)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x1
Hyperdrive Backup: x10
Nav Computer: Yes
Maneuverability: 1D
Space: 6
Atmosphere: 330; 950 km h
Hull: 4D
Shields: 2D
Sensors:
Passive: 10/+1
Scan: 30/1D
Search: 45/2D
Focus: 3/3D
Weapons:
2 Blaster Cannons (firelinked)
Fire Arc: Front
Skill: Starship gunnery
Fire Control: 2D
Space Range: 13/12/25
Atmosphere Range: 100300/1.2/2.5 km
Damage: 5D

Capsule: The YV260 light freighter was a freighter
manufactured by Corellian Engineering Corporation. It mea
sured 41.5 meters in length, and was produced during the last
years of the Galactic Republic. One YV260 freighter was
the Vengeance, which was one of several similarly modified
Corellian YV260 freighters operated by a pirate fleet in the
Corporate Sector.
Addendum Personal General Han Solo
This is another ship that isn’t half bad. The problem with
long, narrow ships like this is that if there aren’t proper ar
mament placements for defense the pilot and crew get
caught broadsided with their only hope being that they can
keep the deflector shields up and running long enough to
turn around or that their engines don’t get damaged so they
can’t run like hell…
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yv-330
transport

Craft: Corellian Engineering Corporation YV330
Transports
Affiliation: General / CorSec
Era: Rebellion
Source: Converted Star Wars Gamer 2
Type: Light freighter
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 26 meters
Skill: Space transports: YV330
Crew: 2, gunners: 2, skeleton: 1/+5
Crew skill: Varies widely
Passengers: 6
Cargo Capacity: 20 metric tons
Consumables: 2 months
Cost: 100,000 (used)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x2
Hyperdrive Backup: x12
Nav Computer: Yes
Maneuverability: 2D
Space: 6
Atmosphere: 330; 950 km h
Hull: 5D
Shields: 2D
Sensors:
Passive: 10/+1
Scan: 25/1D
Search: 40/2D
Focus: 2/3D
Weapons:
2 Twin Laser Cannons (fire separately)
Fire Arc: Turret
Skill: Starship Gunnery
Fire Control: 3D
Space Range: 13/12/25
Atmosphere Range: 100300/1.2/2.5km
Damage: 5D

Capsule: The YV330 light freighter was a YVseries
light freighter produced by the Corellian Engineering Corpo
ration. It was 26 meters long, and its standard armament was
a twin laser cannon turret mounted beneath the cockpit.
YV330 freighters were often used by smugglers, and modi
fied with heavier weaponry. The YV330 was usually used
by the Corellian Security Force for patrol and customs oper
ations, and the ship is truly more than a match for smugglers
and pirates. The ship's main hull was separated into an en
gine and crew section which was rather small and didn't
leave much space for passengers or even cargo. Most of the
space was needed for the crew quarters and gun wells, of
which the ship had plenty.
Addendum Personal General Han Solo
The C.E.C. likes to play their own jizztune when it comes
to the ‘330 and how the Corellian Security Force used the
ship to route smugglers and free traders making Corellia
safe for everyone. I’ve heard too many stories of firefights
where the offending party got off a lucky shot and blew out
the connecting corridor to the engineering section and
what’s worse, and not mentioned in the official specs is that
the environmental sealants do not react fast enough to this
pressure loss…
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yv-545
transport

Craft: Corellian Engineering Corporation YV545
Transport
Affiliation: General
Era: Rebellion
Source: ConvertedRebellion Era Sourcebook (pages
1415)
Type: Space transport
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 32 meters
Skill: Space transports: YV545
Crew: 2
Crew Skill: Varies
Passengers: 8
Cargo Capacity: 100 metric tons
Consumables: 2 months
Cost: 45,000 (used)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x2
Hyperdrive Backup: x12
Nav Computer: Yes
Maneuverability: 1D
Space: 8
Atmosphere: 360; 1,000 km h
Hull: 5D
Sensors:
Passive: 10/0D
Scan: 25/1D
Search: 40/2D
Focus: 2/3D
Weapons:
2 Heavy Ion Cannons (firelinked)
Fire Arc: Turret
Skill: Starship gunnery
Fire Control: 2D
Space Range: 13/7/36
Atmosphere Range:100300/700/3.6 km
Damage: 5D

Capsule: The YV545 light freighter was a light freighter
produced by the Corellian Engineering Corporation in an at
tempt to replace the aging YT series freighters. The YV545
had a cylindrical hull, with the cockpit mounted to the side
like most C.E.C. designs. The YV545 was considered to be
sturdier and more maneuverable than the YTseries vessels,
though lacked the visual appeal of the YT1300 light
freighter. In flight the cockpit rotated 90 degrees to be on top
of the starship, while the body remained beneath. Though the
ship could land in this configuration as well, most buyers
saw this design as too complex. Its body was ringed by sen
sors and maneuvering thrusters, which gave it exceptional
maneuverability. It could rival most Starfighters in perfor
mance and was a popular ship with smugglers and pirates,
who liked to modify the YV545 into an attack ship.
Addendum Personal General Han Solo
The ‘545 is a decent enough ship, the only problem that
I’ve ever heard anyone mention about it comes from the
cockpit being able to rotate like it does. I know a couple of
freighter captains whose cockpit got jammed during or after
rotation. The entranceway to the flight deck irises shut so
you can just imagine the hassle of trying to get out after
something like that happened.
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yv-664

light freighter
Craft: Corellian Engineering Corporation YV664
Light Freighter
Affiliation: General
Era: Rebellion
Source: FanmadeStar Wars Trading Card Game – A
New Hope (Card: YV664 Light Freighter)
Type: Space transport
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 40 meters
Skill: Space transports: YV664
Crew: 2, gunners: 1
Crew Skill: Varies
Passengers: 10
Cargo Capacity: 130 metric tons
Consumables: 3 months
Cost: 120,000 (new), 40,000 (used)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x2
Hyperdrive Backup: x15
Nav Computer: Yes
Space: 7
Atmosphere: 350; 950 km h
Hull: 5D
Sensors:
Passive: 10/0D
Scan: 30/1D
Search: 40/2D
Focus: 2/3D
Weapons:
Laser Cannon
Fire Arc: Turret
Crew: 1
Skill: Starship gunnery
Fire Control: 2D
Space Range: 13/12/25
Atmosphere Range: 100300/1.2/2.5 km
Damage: 4D+2

Capsule: The YV664 light freighter was a modern light
freighter model produced by the Corellian Engineering Cor
poration. It was regarded by many as having a good balance
of cargo capacity, durability, and speed. The ship had the
saucerlike shape of the YT series, giving it the ability to
move around easily. The YV664 had many similarities to
the YT1300 light freighter, such as the cockpit style and en
gine configuration, though a few differences from past mod
els existed.
Addendum Personal General Han Solo
I ain’t ever seen a ‘664 before now and with the lack of
shields, I know the first thing I’d modify if I ever had to buy
one…Just a friendly word of advice when it comes to buying
your own ship, always look at what it is going to cost you to
modify anything you buy. ‘Used’ isn’t a dirty word, as a
matter of fact it can be your best friend.
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yv-666

light freighter
Craft: Corellian Engineering Corporation YV666
Light Freighter
Type: Light freighter
Era: Galactic Republic
Affiliation: General
Source: +Oliver Queen
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 41 meters
Skill: Space transports: YV666
Crew: 1, gunners: 1
Passengers: 4
Cargo Capacity: 20 metric tons
Cost: 480,000 (new)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x2
Backup Hyperdrive: x12
Nav Computer: Yes
Consumables: 6 months
Maneuverability: 1D+2
Space: 7
Speed: 350; 1,000 km/h
Hull: 4D
Shields: NA
Sensors:
Passive: 10/0D
Scan: 25/1D
Search: 40/2D
Focus: 2/4D
Weapons:
Heavy Blaster Turret
Fire Arc: Turret
Crew: 1
Skill: Starfighter gunnery
Fire Control: 1D
Space Range: 15/10/17
Atmosphere Range: 100500/1/1.7 km
Damage: 4D

Game Notes: Maneuvering Fins: in atmosphere Maneu
verability: 2D+1.
Capsule: Another design brought to life by Corellian en
gineers, the YV666 is considerably larger than its smaller
and cheaper counterparts. The ship sports a long, tall, blocky
main hull with port and starboard maneuvering fins to the
rear of the craft for vertical movement. A decent allround
ship, the YV666 manages to retain the legendary ease of
modification usually prevalent in smaller freighters. As with
most of the YV series, the YV666 is built around a two
deck main hull. The top deck houses the bridge and naviga
tion systems, while the bottom deck is devoted to engines,
power cores, weapons systems and storage bays. The main
deck, arguably the major selling point of the ship, is capable
of housing both vehicles and fighters. The holds are large
enough that one trader claimed he found it could fit a per
sonal residence with room to spare for his speeder. As such,
many pirates use the YV666 as escort carriers on supply
raids. Nevertheless, the ship's light armament puts it at some
thing of a disadvantage when faced with better armed cus
tomized merchant frigates. Overall, the YV666 features a
simple but admirably effective propulsion system, providing
considerable maneuverability, as well as decent hyperspace
and sub light speeds despite its size.
Addendum Personal General Han Solo
Limited cargo space and no shields don’t make the ‘666 a
decent cargo hauling vessel; on the other hand if you were a
bounty hunter looking to transport your captured prey then
this might work out well for you, assuming of course that
cost isn’t really a factor…Little known fact, Bossk the Tran
doshan bounty hunter actually stole his ‘666 from a bounty
he captured. He liked to tell people that as a successful
hunter he made the creds needed to buy his ship outright,
that of course is a lie, but then again what can you expect
from someone who slaved wookiees to ‘make his rep’?
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yv-700
armed
transport

Type: Corellian Engineering Corporation YV700
Armed Transport
Affiliation: General
Era: Rise of the Empire, Rebellion
Source: Arbitrary / RandomHomemade and appears
to originate from RPGGAMER.org
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 25m
Skill: Space Transports  YV700
Crew: 1 + 1 Gunners
Crew Skill: varies
Passengers: 10
Consumables: 1 Year
Cargo Capacity: 60 Tons
Cost: 35,000 (used)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: X1
Hyperdrive Backup: X10
Nav Computer: Yes
Space: 5
Atmosphere: 520; 900 km h
Maneuverability: 2D+2
Hull: 4D+1
Shields: 2D
Sensors:
Passive: 30/1D
Scan: 60/2D
Search: 90/3D
Focus: 2/4D+2
Weapons:
Twin Medium Laser Cannons
Fire Arc: Turret
Skill: Starship Gunnery
Fire Control: 2D
Space Range: 13/15/25
Atmosphere Range: 100300/1.5/2.5km

Damage: 6D
Capsule: Although the YV700 is called an "Armed
Transport" it was really designed as a custom vessel for
bounty hunters, and is an adaptation of the YV666 which
was already popular with the bounty hunter community. The
engines could twist through 90 degrees, allowing the vessel
two flight modes, although it was mainly designed to fly in
its upright mode, and to land as a more conventional vessel,
this design feature was heavily borrowed from the Firespray
class of vessel which was also very popular with bounty
hunters. The YV700 has a decent sized cargo bay, which is
usually modified into luxurious living quarters, holding
tanks, or just used to contain the massive modifications that
bounty hunters usually make to their vessels, however the
vessel isn't too highly priced for a transport ship and many
have been purchased and are used in territory where a fast,
wellarmed transport vessel is a near necessity.
Addendum Personal General Han Solo
You’ll notice that the C.E.C. will go wherever the market
needs take them, not content to sell to just freighter captains
they are more than willing to design an entire line of ships
just for the exclusive use of bounty hunters. This one bor
rows, and I use that word lightly, everything from the Fire
sprayclass vessels in an effort to appeal to all the bounty
hunters who want to be ‘the next Boba Fett’, that’s all good
and fine until someone drops you into a maneating pit on
some desert planet in the Outer Rim…
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yv-929

Skill: Starship Gunnery
Fire Control: 2D
Space Range: 13/7/36
Atmosphere Range: 100300/700/3.6km
Damage: 4D+1

armed freighter
Craft: YV929 Armed Freighter
Affiliation: General
Era: Rise of the Empire, Rebellion
Source: Converted Star Wars Gamer 2.
Type: Light Freighter
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 22 meters
Skill: Space Transports: YV929
Crew: 1+3 gunners
Crew Skill: Varies
Passengers: 6
Cargo Capacity: 150 metric tons
Consumables: 3 months
Cost: 250,000 (new), 100,000 (used)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x2
Hyperdrive Backup: x12
Nav Computer: Yes
Maneuverability: 1D
Space: 5
Atmosphere: 350; 1000 km/h
Hull: 1D
Shields: 4D
Sensors:
Passive: 10/0D
Scan: 25/1D
Search: 40/2D
Focus: 2/3D
Weapons:
2 Double Turbolaser Cannons (firelinked)
Fire Arc: Front
Skill: Starship Gunnery
Fire Control: 2D
Space Range: 15/15/20
Atmosphere Range: 100500/1.5/2km
Damage: 5D+1
2 Ion Cannons (firelinked)
Fire Arc: Partial Turret (front, left, right)

2 Triple Blasters (firelinked)
Fire Arc: Front
Skill: Starship Gunnery
Fire Control: 3D
Space Range: 15/10/17
Atmosphere Range: 100500/1/1.7km
Damage: 4D+2
8 Concussion Missile Launchers (4 sets of 2,
each set firelinked, 10 missiles each set)
Fire Arc: 2 front, 2 rear
Skill: Projectile Weapons: Concussion
Missiles
Fire Control: 1D
Space Range: 1/3/7
Atmosphere Range: 50100/300/700m.
Damage: 9D (each missile)
Capsule: The YV929 armed freighter was a 22me
terlong light freighter produced by Corellian Engineering
Corporation. It used the same forward cockpit structure as
the much larger YV100 light freighter. Unlike most C.E.C.
freighters, which came off the assembly lines with minimal
weaponry, the YV929 was designed from the start to be
heavily armed for defense against pirate and Rebel raids, and
also featured very strong shields. The YV929 was armed
with two dual light turbo lasers, a dual ion cannon turret be
neath the cockpit, two triple blasters mounted on stubby
wings, and four concussion missile launchers, half of which
fired to the aft. Despite its compact size and heavy arma
ment, the YV929 was still able to carry 150 metric tons of
cargo. Not surprisingly, the YV929 was often used by the
very Rebels and pirate groups it was designed to defend
against. The second most common user of the design was the
Corporate Sector Authority. It was often referred to as a "fly
ing brick". The Empire often sanctioned or fined C.E.C. for
selling the freighters to various third parties such as the
Rebel Alliance. A variant of the YV929 was produced
which reduced the armaments by removing the turbolasers
and one of the concussion missile launchers. This version of
the craft carried enough consumables for six months of oper
ation.
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Addendum Personal General Han Solo
Baay Shfat, leave it to the C.E.C. to create a gunboat
like this, but to skimp on the hull rating. I don’t care how
strong your shield generator is, if it gets blown during a
fight that hull will rupture without even the most basic ray
shielding…
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I’ve known Han Solo for most of his life.
Before the time when Garris Shrike took him in and while
Han was forced to work for that Fa’gine I was his friend and
principal protector as best I could be, it was I that taught Han
Solo in the arts of hand to hand combat and oversaw his
safety as best I could until I was exiled from Shrike’s group
and Han forcibly removed from my life. Despite that fact we
did see one another again over time and while our friendship
was there and continued on even into adulthood, something
had changed. Perhaps there was too much time apart or
maybe like most childhood friendships we simply drifted
apart only to become familiar faces from the past simply
haunting the present, such as it was at that time.
Before my time in the New Republic Intelligence commu
nity, I wandered the universe seeking my place in it. For you
see while I was born on Corellia and my father was Corellian
by birth, my mother was Nagai and I was treated with less
respect than one would give to a canine. In dwelling on this
matter I decided to leave Corellia and seek my fortune and
destiny among the stars, this wasn’t nearly as much fun as
one might expect it to have been. I worked on various
freighter ships making my way through the galaxy, I traveled
from one end to another and when I thought I could stand it
no more I went a little further and found myself working as
part of a crew on an YXFreighter heading into the Unknown
Regions, the captain of the The Fool’s Luck had hoped to
make some credits trading with unknown races in the ‘Re
gions, what occurred was an unfortunate chain of events.

cargo, and like the YTfreighters it was designed to be
modularly engineered so that if necessary the crew could
arrange the layout in a fashion that was best for them to
get the maximum utilization of space out of its vast cargo
stores. The big downside to it of course was that when
they designed the thing, they didn’t bother to make it
very maneuverable or put any sort of defensive weaponry
on board. The strange part is that I heard a rumor that
the original prototype had some sort of hyperdrive mal
function and that the vessel, crew and all including its de
signer Doctor Nhoj Robe’sun were lost…”
–Captain Illam Momea.
After hearing that story I would often lay in my bunk and
wonder whatever became of the crew of that missing
freighter, did they make a life for themselves trapped some
where far, far from home or were they simply swallowed up
by universal forces and never seen again? I guess that we’ll
never know what truly happened to them. I did make it back
from JoDuf’tain and rejoined the known galaxy lending my
services once more to the Rebellion against the empire and
found myself reunited with my adopted brother Han Solo. It
seemed more like a homecoming them getting to JoDuf’tain
did…
Bey,
Corellian/Nagai hybrid and one time winner of the
Blood Strip For Bravery.

We were set upon by a Chiss battle fleet and the freighter
was shot out from under us, the captain as well two of the
crew members and I were able to jettison in an escape pod
and it was through the grace of the Force that we made plan
etfall. As it turned out the planet was JoDuf’tain my
mother’s home planet and where I eventually found her. I
will spare you the details of that story as it doesn’t relate
much to the notion of traveling on an YXFreighter…
While on the vessel the Captain told me what he knew of
the history of the YXfreighter class…
“It was a spacious ship designed to ferry largo loads of
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yx-2000

Addendum Personal General Han Solo
I’ve never seen one of these or even heard of one before
reading these specs and frankly I’m having trouble believing
that the ship even exists…It looks and sounds like someone’s
pipe dream for a ship.

medium
freighter

Craft: Corellian Engineering Corporation YX2000
Medium Freighter
Affiliation: General
Era: Rise of the Empire, Rebellion
Source: Arbitrary / RandomHomemade and appears
to originate from RPGGAMER.org
Type: Stock Medium Freighter
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 50 meters
Cost: 300,000(new); none available used (yet)
Skill: Space Transports: YX2000
Crew: 1 to 3 (can coordinate)
Passengers: 1
Cargo Capacity: 1,500 metric tons
Consumables: 3 months
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x3
Hyperdrive Backup: x20
Nav Computer: Yes
Maneuverability: 0D
Space: 5
Atmosphere: 200; 540 km h
Hull: 4D
Shields: 1D
Sensors:
Passive: 12/0D+2
Scan: 30/1D
Search: 60/2D+2
Focus: 3/4D
Capsule: The C.E.C.'s newest freighter. It was designed
after a successful prototype run. Of course, it is highly mod
ifiable, but whether or not it is successful remains to be seen.
This freighter is one of the few highly quality ships produced
by Corellians in light of their recent local paranoia and xeno
phobia. It was released shortly after the Battle of Yavin, but
sales are reportedly low.
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In all my years in the Rebellion forces during the many
Admiral Ackbar, who is usually very stoic and a being of
skirmishes that we fought across the known galaxies, I can few words had this to say about the YZfreighter class and
tell you for certain that we never had any ships like these in their being used in by the Rebellion during the way…
our fleets.
“Son of a Sith Harlot and by all the infinite oceans of
Oh I wish that we had dozens in fact, but with the re Dac, It’s too good to be true and must be a trap!”
sources we were able to scrape together and after defecting
–Admiral Gial Ackbar,
to a group of Rebels on Tython I realized just how under
Supreme Commander of the Rebellion and
staffed, overworked and just plain outgunned the Rebellion
New Republic Forces.
forces were at the time. It was partially my idea to get star
ship thieves to swipe anything that wasn’t locked into place
As far as anyone could tell the freighter class was de
at whatever shipyards they could get into. Privateers, like the
signed and built through the guidance of Dr. D.W. Jiker, a
dread pirate Messina Kellor working in the Ison Corridor,
Corellian born from wealth and power, the son of famed
were given funding and a generous cut of anything they pro
weapons manufacturer W.D. Jiker the XVI, one time owner
cured, but only if we got to kurosawa pick from the weapons
of Thorlarkton Firearms manufacturing on Corellia. This is
and ships taken. The Corellian Engineering Corporation can
the family that tried to go up against the BlasTech Firearms
tell the story that these ships were around during the war and
family and lost big when Thorlarkton Firearms was seized
I am sure that they existed, but I can tell you that I never had
by the Imperials for violations of the Palpatine Act, whatever
the chance to use battleships of this capacity; General Solo is
that was…The last anyone heard Dr. D.W. Jiker was taken
right in his assessment of the vessels:
into custody shortly after the battle of Hoth and sent to a
‘reeducation’ center near the galactic rim, I’m not sure what
“If we had had them during the war, it would have ever became of him after that…
ended a whole lot sooner…”
General Crix Madine,
Supreme Commander of Alliance Special Forces
I will point that despite the fact that the Corellian Engi
neering Corporation routinely denies that they originally de
signed these vessels for combat use and often times tries to
justify their creation by saying that they are nothing more
than simple freighter class vessels that have been modified
by unscrupulous owners the vehicles lend themselves with
relative ease to combat and are, with very simple modifica
tions, combatready in a relatively short amount of time. It
goes without saying that in the aftermath of the war, the Re
public did in fact get some use out of the YZfreighters, but
it mostly happened in the aftermath of Grand Admiral
Thrawn’s attacks, near a bouts 5 ABY…In the time since
then though we have but the vessels to moderate use, al
though we did run into some trouble with the Coynites over
what they perceived was a design theft where the YZ785
was concerned. As far as I know the Corellian Engineering
Corporation has the matter tied up in the courts as of this
printing…
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yz-775

2 Twin Laser Cannons (fire separately)
Fire Arc: Turret
Skill: Starship Gunnery
Fire Control: 3D
Space Range: 13/12/25
Atmosphere Range: 100300/1.2/2.5km
Damage: 5D

transport

Craft: Corellian Engineering Corporation YZ775
Transport
Affiliation: General
Era: Rise of the Empire, Rebellion
Source: ConvertedStar Wars Gamer 2
Type: Light Freighter
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 52 meters
Skill: Space Transports: YZ775
Crew: 8
Crew Skill: Varies
Passengers: 14
Cargo Capacity: 400 metric tons
Consumables: 6 months
Cost: 500,000 (new), 350,000 (used)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x1
Hyperdrive Backup: x12
Nav Computer: Yes
Maneuverability: 1D
Space: 6
Atmosphere: 330; 950 km/h
Hull: 7D
Shields: 6D
Sensors:
Passive: 10/0D
Scan: 25/1D
Search: 40/2D
Focus: 2/3D
Weapons:
2 Turbolaser Cannons (firelinked)
Fire Arc: Partial Turret (front, right, left)
Skill: Capital Ship Gunnery
Scale: Capital
Fire Control: 3D
Space Range: 15/15/20
Atmosphere Range: 100500/1.5/2km
Damage: 4D+1

2 Proton Torpedo Launchers (fire separately,
12 torpedoes each)
Fire Arc: Front
Skill: Projectile Weapons: Proton Torpedoes
Fire Control: 1D
Space Range: 1/3/7
Atmosphere Range: 50100/300/700m
Damage: 9D
Notes: This ship is right on the edge of being capital
scale.
Capsule: It was first produced shortly after the end of the
Clone Wars. The 52meterlong vessel was one of the largest
to be classified as a "light freighter", and could carry 400
metric tons of cargo. Its design bore some resemblance to the
CR90 corvette and Corellian gunship series. The series was
popular with smugglers and was favored by highranking
Imperial Security Bureau agents. Many also found their way
into the forces of the Rebellion, and later served in the New
Republic.

Addendum Personal General Han Solo
Baay Shfat, we never had anything approaching this when
I was running with the Rebellion during the war, if we had
the whole thing would have been over a whole lot sooner…
and how does this thing even rate being a ‘light freighter’
anyway?
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yz-785
transport

Craft: Corellian Engineering Corporation YZ785
Transports
Affiliation: General
Era: Rise of the Empire, Rebellion
Source: Arbitrary / RandomHomemade and appears
to originate from RPGGAMER.org
Type: Medium Bulk Freighter
Scale: Capital
Length: 100 meters
Skill: Space Transports: YZ785
Crew: 8 (1 pilot, 1 copilot/gunner, 5 gunners)
skeleton: 1/+5
Passengers: 25
Cargo Capacity: 100,000 metric tons
Consumables: 6 months
Cost: 600,000 (new), 350,000 (used)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x2
Hyperdrive Backup: x15
Nav Computer: Yes
Maneuverability: 1D
Space: 6
Atmosphere: 365; 1050 km/h
Hull: 6D
Shields: 5D
Sensors:
Passive: 10/3D
Scan: 25/4D
Search: 40/5D
Focus: 2/6D
Weapons:
2 Turbolasers
Fire Arc: forward
Skill: Ship Gunnery
Fire Control: 3D
Space Range: 315/35/75
Atmosphere Range: 3001.5/3.5/7.5km
Damage: 5D

Capsule: The Corellian Engineering Corporation YZ785
Transport is something of a mythical beast, much like a jedi
or a star dragon, which is to say that few have seen them and
fewer still own one. This vehicle rivals Star Destroyers in its
ability to carry cargo and withstand tremendous damage as it
would take Class IIII class Star Destroyers combined cargo
capacity to exceed the amount the YZ785 can carry. Due to
its severe cost overrun during the initial production and poor
sales the 785 was phased out and the C.E.C. went back to the
drawing boards to create the 900 model.
Addendum Personal General Han Solo
I’m not believing that cargo capacity. Why would you
need so many gunners on a ship that only has a single place
ment? I do like the look of the design though; it’s like some
thing out of holo action serial…
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military assault craft. Measuring 54.5 meters in length, the
YZ900 was armed with a pair of heavy twin laser cannons,
two double laser cannons, and a pair of concussion missile
launchers that fired fore and aft. The YZ900 required a crew
of eight to operate, including gunners, and could carry up to
fourteen passengers and 500 metric tons of cargo.

yz-900
Craft: Corellian Engineering Corporation YZ900
Affiliation: General
Era: Rise of the Empire, Rebellion
Source: Converted appears to originate from Star
Wars Gamer 2
Type: Light Freighter
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 54.3 meters
Skill: Space Transports: YZ900
Crew: 1+2 gunners
Crew Skill: Varies
Passengers: 14
Cargo Capacity: 500 metric tons
Consumables: 9 months
Cost: 300,000 (used)
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x2
Hyperdrive Backup: x14
Nav Computer: Yes
Maneuverability: 0
Space: 5
Atmosphere: 330; 950 km/h
Hull: 6D
Shields: 3D
Sensors:
Passive: 20/1D
Scan: 35/1D+1
Search: 80/2D+1
Focus: 2/3D
Weapons:
2 Twin Laser Cannons (fire separately)
Fire Arc: Front
Skill: Starship Gunnery
Fire Control: 4D
Space Range: 13/12/25
Atmosphere Range: 100300/1.2/2.5km
Damage: 4D+1

Addendum Personal General Han Solo
Despite having mentioned all of the weaponry this vessel
is supposed to come with standard, I can’t help but notice
the official specs only list a single twin laser cannon.

Capsule: The Corellian Engineering Corporation's YZ
900 was a cargo vessel that appeared to be more of a para
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